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Leader To Make Photos
Of Children Feb. 29
An expert child photogiapher from the Woltz Studios of Des Moines, Iowa, will
be here at the Princeton Hotel Friday, February 29, from
10 a. in. to 6 p. m. for the
purpose of taking pictures of
your children. There will be
absolutely no charge for
taking the pictures. The Leader is interested in running a
series of children's pictures
in consecutive issues and the
success of this feature depends
upon your cooperation.
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Franklin And Salyers
Locals Fight Off Two
Serious Threats To Win
By One Point Margin
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File Suit Against
Caldwell Sheriff
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School Taxes Retained
By County Officer Is
Said To Be Illegal
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JOHN S. HUTCHISON. Jel
Battered as second class matter at Princeton. Ky.. under the Act of
Ceagress of March 6, 1879.
hbocription prices: In County, $2.50; in State, $3; out-of-State,a
P.M. Cards of Thanks, $1.50. Resolutiops of Respect. 3 cents
word. Unsolicited poems, 3 cents a word. Reading notices. 10 cents
a tine.
-6 - The Associated Press
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED P-FIES
is entitled exclusively to the use of veolablication of all the local
in this newepaper, as well as all AP news dispatches.
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I'm in a hurry for March to
They were telling this one up
get here and in a day or two I at the courthouse recently: Soliexpect to get my wish. However, citor to a pugnacious old man February, the shortest month in "Are you acquainted witl . any of
the year, shotild not be slighted. the jurymen?"
"More than halt," grunted the
It was during February that two
Whenever newspaper and tele- isfles the appetite of many people
of the greatest Americans were witness.
vision reporters g e t together with little time, and little incli"Are you willing to swear that these days in a (bull session the nation to dig deeply into the day's
born-Abraham Lincoln on February 12 and George Washington you know mo re than half of fur is apt to fly about the impact happenings. And it fills a great
on February 22. Had it not been them?"
TV is going to have on the older void in the lives of those who
The old man flicked a glance and cherished means of inform- cannot read or write.
"What does the Bill of Rights Mean to Yoe- That was the for these two men the destiny of
Association the country would probably
subject of an essay contest conducted by the National
be over the jury box. "If it comes ing the public.
But it only whets the appetite
differeot from what it is today. to that," he drawled, "I'm willing
of Real Estate Boards.
Usually there are about as many for knowledge of most people
to swear that I know more than opinions as there are reporters who are keenly interested in all
Just what does it mean? Here are some of the things it means,
* • *
all of them put together."
as stated by a 17-year-old girl in her prize-winning essay:
discussing the thing. It doesn't that's going on, and sends them
Nor should we overlook the fact
*
*
*
"Right now I am in a classroom in an average school, located
seem to me, though, that there is hiking to the next edition OP their
that
February
sometimes
has
29
American
flag
hangs
an
wall
the
On
city.
American
Two Germans were fishing on any real argument.
in an average
paper.
surrounded by a great many flags of other nations. The class is days like this year, leap year. opposite sides of a--4iver separatMost of you know that as radio
For example-the very first
foreign
and
both
today,
America
face
that
priablems
studying the
This is the year the women have ing the American torte of occupa- news developed, became more thing I look for after seeing
a
government
official.
not
a
teacher
is
jurdisdiction.
Our
within her
the privilege of picking their tion from the Russian zone. The mature and broader in its scope basketball game on television, or
fellow on the American side -as well as Much more listened
She has never pledged loyalty to any political party. She enjoys men. Except
hearing it on the radio-is the
in leap year they are
seemed to be having all the luck, to-the circulation of newspapers
her personal opinions and beliefs but presents the facts to us in an
story about that basketball game,
unbiased manner, leaving us free to form our own opinions. Our supposed to sit back more or less and was pulling out one fish after Skyrocketed.
and the box score, on the sports
text is published by an independent concern, without government with their hands folded and be another. Becoming impatient, the
And it is significant that news- page!
censorship; our reference materials cover all types of newspapers, picked, or at least that is what fishermen on the Russian side paper circulation was most benemagazines, and other sources of information. To me, this is what the ladies would have us think. shouted to the other one and ask- fited in those communities where
Personally, I never heard of a ed why he was having all the on or more radio stations put
the Bill of Rights offers.
"Yesterday in class we viewed a historical movie, revealing man picking a woman who only luck. "That's simple," shouted special emphasis on the most inuncensored facts produced by an independent company. Today we sat with folded hands. If so, her back the lucky one. "The fish tensive and best news coverags
Some psychologists think that
listened to a news commentator over the radio. He disagreed with hands weren't folded but were in over here are not afraid to open possible.
dreams are the disguised fulfillsome of our government's policies, but he exercised his right to a death grip around a man's their mouth."
Television probably will do ment of a repressed wish.
wrist.
broadcast his views.
-(Capper's Weekly) more for newspaper circulation
The warmth of a fabric depends
"My father is attending a political meeting of a party that is
than radio ever did, because the generally on its thickness and,
•
not in power. Views and ideas will be discussed openly and freely.
restrictions are more severe. It more particularly, its thickness
It is not a secret meeting; the door is closed to on one, regardless of
has been my experience that the under a given pressure.
Kentucky
Folklore
meetings,
similar
attend
for
belief.
my
her
shall
day
Some
I
his or
greatest shortcoming is an exact
The nectar in the base of a
Rights.
guaranteed
of
Bill
by the
right to do is
contradiction. Either TV must rower' is probably the attraction
harbor
"During my life as an American citizen, I shall
no doubt
cover a news story too intensive- of a flower for a bee.
that my home is free from intrusion by government officials, or
ly, giving it more time and picLafayette Square in Washing•
their agents; they, as all others, must respect my rights. My propBy Gordon Wilson, Ph. D.
of this is due to the lack of funds tures than it is worth-or it must ton, D. C., is named for the Marerty cannot be confiscated by the government. Nor shall any memtouch
only
the
high
spots.
'quis de Lafayette.
(Western State College)
sufficient to build larger churches
ber of mv family (be taken to prison without reason and proper proGenerally speaking, unless tel'Tor Oetter, for worse" we have and consolidate smaller churches.
Beauty contests were a feature
ceedings. Our life is outs to live, free and unmolested. Our liberty
evision
covers a news story on of the official town fair, held
lost our old community boundar- Some of it is wistful brooding
cannot be taken from us unless we abuse it. Even then we have
the
scene-like radio-and such twice a year in 18th Century Wilthe guarantee, through the Bill of Rights, to a fair trial by an un- ies and barriers. It would be a over the times when the small things as sports events, the nature
strange person, indeed, w h o church served a very vital need
liamsburg, Va.
biased group of our equals.
of the medium makes it impossiThe "sky survey" at Palomar
"As I go about, I do not live in fear for my life or liberty; would pretend that Goshen neigh- and developed a community pride ble to handle news as fast as
can Observatory in California is befor in America everyone is free to live according to the dictates of borhood or Podunk exists now that is hard to down.
be done by radio.
ing made by a 48-inch Schmidt
Many people Whom I know,
his own canscience. This is what the Bill of Rights offers and guar- except as a tender memory.
This opeos up a vast new field telescope camera and a giant 200Many communities as such are have supported consolidated
antees to me and to very American, regardless of race, color, or
for newspapers. Most dailies have inch Hale telescope.
completely lost, and a nucleus, if schools, even when such support
creed. It is a heritage worth protecting-even unto death."
given. up extras. There is little
The Dismal Swamp, a, half milThis explanation .of the meaning of Our Bill of Rights is cer- there is one at all in a modern was not popular; have been active point in going to
the huge ex- lion acres in Virginia and North
neighborhood, has changed plac- in clubs that embraced larger
tainly well put. Indeed it is a heritage worth protecting.
pense involved when most people Carolina, has .a permanent popues. The little country store that units; have increased their comwill have known most of the sali- lation of just one family.
used to be also a postoffice, with forts and conveniences on the
ent facts a good many minutes
The Sierra Nevada Mountains
its name in government publica- farm a, hundred fold; but would
(at the optimistic minimum) be- am down through ailand
Calitions, lost much of its prominence resent any effort to join two or
fore type can be set and presses fornia roughly parallel to the
Pawhen R. F. D. came in. The little more small churches of their destarted rolling.
cific coast.
The Census Bureau has reported that between 1940 and 1950, school, in many instances, lost nomination, though they might
So my belief, for whatever it
The family of the Aga Khan,
United States farms became fewer but larger. While 713,000 farms its prominence two or more dec- not be twenty minutes apart on is
worth, is that we will see some Moslem leader, claims
descent
disappeared in the decade, the average size of farms in the U. S. ades ago, so much so that there the highways. As Sir Roger de change
in the format of the from Fatima, daughter of the
are some counties in Kentucky Coverley said in rendering a
increased from .174 acres in 1940 to 210.5 acres in 1950.
de- printed word. Neswpapers are go- prophet
Mohammed.
While part of the decrease in the number of farms may be that have not had a one-roomed cision when he sat as judge:
ing to start emphasizing-already
Oslo, capital of Norway, has a
attributed to a change in the definition of a farm, as made by the schdol in ten or fifteen years. "Much could be said on both have
started, many of them-the population of about 435,900.
Census Bureau, there is positive proof that farms are growing fewer Other community activities have sides."
interpretive and analytical backIsrael plans to revive the oncebut larger. Although 870,000 fewer persons were working on U. S. had to be absorbed in the larger
I am glad that I do not have ground story.
flourishing trade in potash exfarms in 1950 than in 1940, the acreage being farmed did not show wholes that have succeeded the to settle this
matter myself, for
Radio and television news cov- tracted from the waters of the
a corresponding decrease. The number of horses and mules show- earlier small ones.
it is a continuous headache to erage does a two-fold job. It satDead Sea.
ed a rapid decrease.
As vet there seems to be only those whose ,ausiness it
is but
More than a million additional tractors were operated on one institution that administers it is apparent
to me, however
farms in 1950, as compared with the 1940 total, while the number to the needs of the enlarged com- much
I may revere the old comof horses and mules decreased 3,700,000 in the last five years of the munity, and its effectiveness vas- munity,
that old ways of comdecade alone. Despite the decrease in farms, the decrease in the t e s greatly-t h e consolidated munity
life are doomed, that only
number of horses and mules reported on farms, and a decrease in grade and high school. In the sentiment
can keep most of them
the number of persons working on farms, production totals in many more active counties this new nucalive. It is not thinkable that the
areas have remained high and, in some cases, have increased.
leus has many ways of bringing small community can
or will reThis is a reflection of the trend toward mechanization on the the people of the lost communi- turn,
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
any more than we would
farm, without which the American housewife would face not only ties together: P. T. A's, 4-H think
of neglecting a modern
food shortages but severe price increases. In fact, farm mechaniza- Clubs, Utopia Clubs, Homemakpiece of machinery, once it has
tion is considered so important by many congressmen that
they have ers Clubs, Farm Bureaus, and been invented and introduced.
often requested the government to allocate steel for farm equipment many others. Some of the places
Making the consolidated cornon a priority second only to emergency defense equipment. Their that I knOw have many times
WE OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKmunity work in educational, soargument that the only way farm production can keep pace with more neighborhood spirit than
cial, religious, and economic ways
PROOF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
the increase in metropolitan population is through
mechanization the separate units that have been is the problem that faces this
arid is supported by the latest statistics Of the Census Bureau.
absorbed used to have. There generation quite
We Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
as brazenly as
-(The Hopkins County Times) seems to be a thrill in being a did the wilderness two
generapart of a going concern.
tions or more ago.
--CALL-•
One such community school is
No perfect solution, no single
the consolidation of ten onesolution, will be found; but in
roomed schools in a very prosome way people must forget the
gressive ,and prosperous county.
things of the past in order to live
A New York physician comes up with an old, but still good It is a
PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
lesson in community life
now. Folkways will be tried to
bit of advice. Many of your aches and pains, stomach disorders, to
visit the schooa, for there
their utmost in this period, just
heartburn and nausea, backaches and paiipations are due to
We Pay All Phose Charges. -.
sub- seems to be no limit to the interas they have been tried over and
merged hatred and anger. Physical symptoms, says Dr.
Bernard est that the people have in their
over again in the long procession
Hecht, blamed on something you ate, may actually be
We Meet All Competition
caused by fine, centrally located school, It
somebody or something that you hate.
is now some fifteen years old and of mankind through the ages of
This is pretty old stuff for any physician to be fobbing
off on seems to be still as youthful and civilization.
the public. But the fact is, it's a thing that can't be
said too often as vigorous as it was in its earbecause a majority of the human race can't get to realize
that bot- liest years. Good leadership has
tled-up resentments are poisons. It's always good advice
to get transformed what might have
things off the chest. You don't necessarily have to go
around bop- been a liability into an asset. Forping people on the head, but when you get
fancied or actual slights tunately, this consolidation
was
in the open, they're not so likely to fester.
attempted after some roads were
And at this season of the year. it is a good idea to
repeat that built, after the rural people who
the best way to work off resentments is by
plunging into projects, by are served by the big
school had
working for things you believe in. There are
things that James begun to see the inadequacy
of
once described as the moral equivalents of
war. There are also ac- their small schools. The
arbitrary
ceptable moral equivalents in which civilized
man can, if he wills, remaking of neve,communitie
s has
work off. his resentments and his hatreds
in a constructive way. not always worked so
5 . There is nothing about anger
smoothly,
of which one should he ashamed ex- for folkways
sometimes d iffer
cept as it is not converted into socially good
ends.
widely in areas that, logically,
Good will toward men is then, not only
a good religious philosophy, but is also an excellent prescription
should be part of a larger unit.
for better health for all
who really practice the substance of
In many ways the rural
it, and not merely the form.
church
-(Hartford Courant) has lagged far behind the school
in this extending of the
bounds
of the earlier communities.
Some
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Be Safe And Felk Safe By Insering With The
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TAX NOTICE
The new Kentucky law makes al
taxes due January 1. A 2 per ce
penalty has been added to all u
paid tax bills.
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6 PER CENT PENALTY
will be charged on all tax bills n
paid by February 1, 1952.
March 1,1952,is the deadline f
tax payments. Property with tax
unpaid by that date will be adve
•
tised for sale.

J. GLOVER LEWIS, Sheriff
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Machi▪ nes Enlarge Farms

Dead Stock Removed
for: Horses, Cows and Hogs

Poison Of Hate

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

"I'll make
my other calls
later...

I
•
AS ADYE

YOU CAN GET A BIG
G-E SPACE MAKER...
It's 8.2-cubic-loot --but it gives you 1,1 more refrigerated food-storage space than most refrigerators now in use ... yet it occupies no larc,floor area!

•
New Atomic Bomb Tests

The announcement that prepatations
are being made for having another series of atom bomb tests out
in the Pacific ecean is
satisfying to some extet,
It gi,..es us r little feeling of set
to
know that we have lo niany
the precious bombs that those in
charge feel as if they have plenty of
them to use in
One could suggest, however, that we might experiments
Jur. vat a little
zhile until we see what is goinil to
happen (iver in :Corea. If holSil:ties are resumed on a large scale
nito..y.are of the opinion thAt
It i ottld be in order t..
kels Of the bombe under bat*
editions. If the rea.ve-fire r/o-te far, LI-.
naCtin is going to, demend Thai we throw
., .Tything we hate ' the entered,.
.
-(The Kentucky New Era)

A Big Across-the-top Presser-holds up to 43
lbs of frozen foods! Big full-width Chiller! BIG
bottle storage that'll even hold gallon jars!

NEW!
NEW Redi-Cube ice trays! NEW aluminum
shelves with narrow spacing! NEW
Rolla-Drawers for fruits and vegetables! NEW
balanced design that gives even temperature
throughout!

•
a

4" Pir4013
Isa-

•

Oniy

•

PER
WEEK

$ 250

LOOR ea a

after dawn payment

RI
THI

COME IN TODAY!

THAT
SATIS
Men's
Ladies
Men's
69c

Relief -The Harvey Stomach Treatment is a doctor's formula
and
is guaranteed to relieve
ulcer
pains, gall bladder pains
and
nervous colitis. Cet rid of that
-id, gassy, belchy and
lack
of pep feeling

someone else may want to use
the PARTY LINE"

There Is No Need To
Suffer!
START THIS
TREATMENT
TODAY

Princeton, Ky...-

NEW

More than 2,700,000 G-E Refrigerators have
been in use for 10 years or longer I

New, Amazing

WOOD DRUG
STORE

GUARA

•

DEPENDABLE!

TOMACH
UFFERERS

Sold Only At

'As
I /an
kt

BIG!

•
Bushels Per Acre

With all of the recent talk about eroded
land and our unexpected large increase in population, we
had about s ined those who
feared that, even in our own life time we
might s
c terse when
there was a scarcity of food in this
country. No
, we
will cease to worry over such a far
removed contingency. We shed
our fear the other day when we read
the news story to the effect
that a young 4-H dubber, Cledith
Rowe, had broken the world's
record and produced 232.3 bushels of
eon, lisee--one lone acre of
ground. Fle further alleviated our fears
by his statement that he
believed he could bring the yield up to 350
acres.
More power to you, Cledith, keep up
the good work. We are
now assured that there wi:, be plenty to
eat if we can just get
hold of the cash to lay on the line.
-(The Kentucky New Eta)
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3ouTIURN MILL
TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

Taking time-out between calls is the spirit of sharing that makes party4ine service friendlic :Ind better.
It gives others a chance to use the line—and it may
keep you from missing important incoming calls.
•

4 STEPS

TO PARTY-UNE HARMONY

• Share tho line level
"
, with °thaws.
• Woos, line h. ent *mammary.
• Answer your yt-.to y:ts-e promptly.
•.111vo •GIIIrdierty *see
"amtry.
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,t. ton Lumber Co.
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Homemakers News

Deaths & Funerals
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Mrs George Marttn, Jr., was
hottest to the Otter Pond Homemakers, Tuesday. February 19, at
the club hcuse.
The table was centered with an
arrangement ot daffodils. The
menu was under the direction of
Mrs Claud McConnell.
Mrs. Albert Hartigan gave a
report on Farm and Home Welk.
The worship period was led by
Mrs. Claud McConnell. T h e
prayer was given by Mrs. William
Crawford. Th e entertainment,
"Blabber Mouth", was given by
Mrs Ray Martin, who discussed
The Farm Bureau. Mrs. Bryant
Sims talked on "My Grandehildrer".
Dinner was served by the hostto Mesdames Albert Hartigan,
C:aud McConnell, R a y Martin,
Bryant Sims, William Crawford,
Ramey Johnston, Collin Ladd,
Lee Mashburn, Willis K. Crawford, Hyland Mitchell, Homer
Mitchell, Moscoe Mitchell, Robert
Chambers, Raymond Stroub e,

•PIIINCITOK KIIHTUCXY

PRACTICES PSYCHOLOGY OF GOLDFISH: Herman is just a
corrunon goldfish, but he's learned to swim through a key ring
because Joyce Gammon, Pomona College senior, decided to practice her psychology lessons at her home in Claremont, Calif. When
Miss Gammon learned about response patterns and stimuli on rats,
dogs and other animals she decided to try them out on Herman.
Now when she hangs the ring in the water, Herman promptly
swims through it in order to reach food she gives him as a reward.
(AP Wirephoto)

Funeral services for tf r e y
Thomas Stone, $2, were conducted
at the Donaldson Church at 2 p.
m. Sunday, February 24, by the
Rev. Porter Cole, assisted by the
Rev. Reed Woodall. Burial was
in the Harper cemetery.
Mr. Stone, a resident of Princeton, was born in Eddyville. He is
survived by hia wife, Mrs. Martha Bell Stone; two daughters,
Mrs. Shellie Harper and Mrs.
Bart Faughn; and four grandchildren, Mrs. Louis 'Pideock, Jr.,
Linda Joyce Harper and Douglas
and Jimmie Faughn.
Bearers were Richard Carner,
John L. Watson, Cecil Carrier, Pat
Tyrie, Linz Brown, Lillard Watson, Luke Van Hooser and Virgil
Watson.
Flower girls were Mary Van
Hooser, Mary Ray, Daisy Ray,
Doris Ann Carner, Barbara Nell
Morse and Ella Jean Ray.
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VISIT US AND SEE
WIZARD APPLIANCES

•

George McKinney
3 MODELS
TO SEE

SMAlit NEW
STYLING
Coach
$11.95
and wp

$M4.95

Sr
Sella*

show yen
the Wizard

Let ILI

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRK
$189.95
OR
WIZARD
GAS
STOVES

AS ADVERTISED
IN LIFE
WIZARD-LIED
ENGINE

WIZARD
DELUXE

$129.95

$13.95 exch.

$124.00

LOW

IT'S GUARANTEED
2 YEARS

GUARANTEED
NEW CAR
PERFORMANCE

TRUETONE
AUTO RADIO

Only $42.95
SAVE MONEY
BUY DAVIS
GUARANTEED
4" MIRROR
Seg. Priee SIN

Only 89c

LUXURY TIRES

WESTERN
AUTO

600x16-- $18.45
670x15 -- $18.75

ASSOCLATE MORE
DIAL 3414
PRINCETON. BY.

li klidl \\ 1.S1 1,It\ ‘1 111 Assotiatt 'tiart.
Home Owned watt Operated By

JOE P. WILCOX
MOM
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KIMEMBER:

FREE sG
AITFaDV.LORE

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE
THAT STARTLING STOCK DISPOSAL SALE, TO
SATISFY T H E ESTATE, ENDS SATURDAY
WITH SUCH PRICES AS
Men's $49.50 Wool Suits
$27.77
Ladies' $1.00 Nylon Hose --- 2 pairs $1.00
Men's Dress Socks
6 pairs $1.00
69c Print Yardage
3 yards $1.00

El0E S

BROKEN
LOTS tN S

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

AT "GIVE AWAY" PRICES
EVERY ITEM IN THE STORE PRICED
TO SELL QUICK

IT'S NOW OR NEVER - HURRY
,F,Ant
HOWertOntSpe

SiTm

Whet Weed Whet Veristyl.. Whet An Tee
Welting Per?... Merry to

TUNA FISH
CHUNK STYLE

No. /
1
2 can . . . . 34c

A&P's Great

PARAMOUNT
CHILI CON CARNE

alined Foods
Event!

WITH BEANS

1-112. can

31c

PARAMOUNT
APPLE BUTTER
29-oz. jar

21c

The big Grocery Department of your AP is
Iliad with canoed souls you'll be thrilled with.
Its shelves are piled high with year teverito
brands sod varieties et canned meets sod Sib.
fruits and vegetables, soups and juices . . . an
plainly masked with AhP's value-leasetia gnosis.
Osit all yea iota foe tittw.wring, etesisyuesieg
mule'

PARAMOUNT
CATSUP
OYSTER HOT

Lanis Walls Cunningham

Funeral services for Lanis
Walls Cunningham, 49, Wilson
Warehouse road, were conducted
at the familyiresidence at 2 p. m.
Monday, February 25, by the Rev.
Ralph McConnell. Mr. CunningGarnett Trotter and baby, Guy( Vandiver. Visitors were Mes- ham died at his home at 10 p. tn.
Walker's Drugs &
rY Shoulders, Misses Dorothy Fer-I dames Tom Lewis, Thomas White Friday, February 22. Burial was
Dial 3211
in Cedar Hill.
gusort, Robbie Sims, and Wilmal and Mr. Gary Crawford.
Mr. Cunningham, who was
-ii 4 swounn000ssosomoommom
•iii
born in Trigg county, Is survived
molosnium
by his wife the former Nellie
Boren; a son, Louis Clinton Cunningham, and a daughter, Mrs.
Richard Crisp, all of Princeton.

Prescriptions A
Specialty

STAR KIST

they Thomas Stone

Funeral services for George
McKinney were conducted Tuesday morning, February 19, at the
St. Paul's Catholic church. Rev.
James Holflich, St. Louis, nephew of Mrs. McKinney, read the
requiem high mass. He was assisted by Rev. Clement and Rev.
Rochmicke.
Three grandsons, James Kevil,
George McKinney III and Willard Mitchell, Jr., served the mass
and three granddaughters, Margaret Ann Mitchell, Mary Mn
Kevil, and Donna Jean McKinney,
sang the mass.
Burial was in Cedar Hill cemetery.
Bearers were R. 13. Kevil, Willard Mitchell, John Barber, Paul
Donnigan, Pat Donnigan, Charles
Donnigan. Honorary bearers were
John Loftus, Sr., W. 0 Towery,
Charles E. Gaddie, Tom Jones,
Gordon Glenn and J. B. Lester.
Out of town people attending
the funeral were Mrs. Jean Martin, R. D. Watkins, W. P. Barron,
R. G. Savage, F. C. Russell, all of
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. John
Handley, Miss Lillian Handley,
all of Bowling Green; Mr. Owen
Donnigan, and Paul D..Donnigan,
of Tammas, Illinois; Pat Ow en
Donnigan and Charles Donnigan,
both of Peoria, Ill.; Mrs. Mary
Eaker and James, both of Chicago; Mrs. Louis Wolfgang, of Evansville, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
Humphries, and Mrs. W. Bugg,
all of Clinton; Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Mens, of Centralia, Ilk

James Sidney Ledford
Funeral services for James Sidney Ledford, 87-year old Christian county farmer, father of
James S. Ledford, Jr., and Ferrell
Ledford, both of Princeton, were
conducted at 2:30 p. m. Monday
in Christian county by the Rev.
Brooks Major.
Ledford, who died Saturday
morning at the home of a daughter, Mrs. Ernest Miller, is also
survived by another daughter,
Mrs. Warren Maddox, Knoxville,
Tenn.; two other sons, Dick Ledford, Christian county, and Almont Ledford, Leola, Ark.; a sister, Mrs. Janie Humphrey,
Christian county, and 13 grandchildren.

14-oz. bottle . . . 22c
M&M
CHOCOLATES

ARMOURS
TREET
LUNCHEON MEAT

12-oz. can

The Gulf of Mexico is approximately inches ?tither than t h
level of the Atlantic Ocean oft
the east crag of Florida.
Viewed from Jupiter, the earth
would Lever get far enough front
the direction of the sun to be visible wills oyes suet ae ours.

Customers' Corner

. . . 48c

Friends . .. he'll lend you his ear!
Mere than anyone else the store Man.
ager symbolises ASP-and what A&U
service stands for.
He's there to see you get what you
want-and he's there to listen when
you have something on your mind.
If you have a question, a suggestion, even a criticism, he'll be "all
ears -and he'll do his utmost to
please you. That's part of his job.
When he can help you it's the part
he likes the most..
CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.
A&P Food Stores
420 Lexington Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.

ARMOURS
CHILI CON CARNE
WITH BEANS

16-oz. can

37c

ARMOURS
TAMALES
16-oz. can

. . 35c

ARMOURS
VIENNA
SAUSAGE
4-oz. can
20c

Kremel Desserts, 2 pkgs.

15c

Pickles, Dandy or Dailey, whole sweet
sw. mixed or dill, 22-oz. jar . . 29c
Preserves, Ruby Bee strawberry
12-oz. jar
25c
Green Beans, Hart, No. 2/
1
2 can 20c
Grape Jam, Ruby Bee,2 lb. jar . 35c
Peaches, Pratt Low, whole spiced
/
2 can
No. 21
29c
Tomatoes, Sultana, No. 2 can . 19c
Tuna Fish, Calif. grated
2 6-oz. cans
45c
School Day Peas, No. 303 can
15c
Evap, Milk, White House
2 tall cans
27c
Dexo Shortening, 3 lb. can . . . 83c

ONLY 10c at A&P

Karo Syrup, Blue Label,24-oz. bot 21c
ARMOURS
CORNED BEEF
HASH
16-oz. can

. 38c

IVORY
SOAP
MEDIUM SIZE

Bar

8c

Mazola Oil, for delicious salads
pint

31c

Argo Starch, corn, 1-113. pkg.

14c

Octagon Soap, laundry
23c
3 lg. bars
Octagon, granu. soap (with dish cloth)
30c
lg. pkg

APPLE JELLY, Old Virginia, $oz. jar .
lie
APPLE BUTTER, Lucky Leaf, 12-oz. jar.. Ike
MIXED GREENS. Frost, No. 303 can .
lit
GREEN BF.AiNS, Old Reliance, No. I can .. lit
SAUERKRAUT, ARP, No. I can

lee

HOMINY, Iona, No. 2 can

111e

TURNIP GREENS, Mary Lou, No. 343 can , lie
SLICED CARROTS, Wil Mar, No. 343 sea
14e

•

U. S. CHOICE ROUND or SIRLOIN

OXYDOL
SOAP POWDER

Lg. pkg.
Giant pkg.

28c
76c

CRISCO
SHORTENING
3-lb. cart

93c

1-1,11. CAN

34e

CASHMERE
BOUQUET
TOCUTY SOAP
REGULAR SIZE

25c

3 bars
LUX
TOILET SOAP
3 bars

STEAKsib.89c
PORK SAUSAGE
PORTERHOUSE
SLAB BACON
PORK ROAST

25c

STEAKS
U. S. choke
Any
Cut
Rid End Loin
7 Rib Cut

Jelly Roll

lb. 29'
lb. 99'
lb. 39'
lb. 370
NAGGED FLORIDA

Oranges

each 29c.

SWAN
TOILET SOAP
REG. SIZE

Bar

1-tb. bog
or bulk

FRESH JANE PARKER

REGULAR SIZE

8c
KEYKO
OLEO
MARGARINE
FARM FRESH

Brown 'n Serve plain rolls, doz. .15c
Layer Cake, caramel white
49c
6/
1
2" size
29c
Hot Cross Buns, pkg.
White Bread, Jane Poker, cello wrap
17c
20-oz. loaf
Vanilla Wafers, Jane Parker, pkg. 25c
Potato Chips, 1-tb. box
63c

bag 49c
U. S. NO. 1 WHITE

POTATOES
10 lb. bag 59c
50 LB

32.112

FLA FOR

1-1b. ctn.

Cadiz Road
The Cadiz Road Homemakers
Club met Friday, February 22, at
the home of Mrs. Lawrence
Ijolmes.
The major lesson was on foods
Mrs. Roberf Peters was welcomed as a new member.
Those attending were Mesdames S. P. Davis, Charles Goodwin, William Rodgers, L. A.
Norttlington, J. B. Pilaut, John
Ferguson, Frank Bridges, Leon
Cummins, Logan Hyde, Lawrence
Holmes, and Sheltie Goodwin.

25c

7-oz. pkg.

Mrs. Nozzle Rich
Funeral services for Mrs. Nezzie Rich, 78, of Princeton, were
conducted at 2 p. m. Tuesday,
February 26, at the Morgan Funeral Home by Mr. C. J. Thain.
Burial was in Meeks cemetery.
Mrs. Rich died Saturday, February 23, at Shanklin's Rest Home
in Hopkinsville where she had
been confined for a short time.
She is survived by four daughters, Mrs. Roy Gilkey, Princeton;
Mrs. Mary B. Haggard, Tenn.;
Mrs. William Thompson, Calif.;
and Mrs. Ivan Bradfield, Arizona; a son Ernest Gullidge,
Detroit, and a stepson, Gresham
Lindsey, Providence.

Stokelys Finest
CATSUP
14-oz. bottle 17c

Prunes, A&P large, 2 lb. box .
Raisins, Sun Maid seedless
1-1b. pkg.
Peanuts, Excel Blanched
8-oz. bag

Pl'AE HOG

26'
SHEDDS LADY BETTY

SALAD
DRESSING
16-oz. jar . . . 32c

LARD
50 lbs. $7.99 .
Ched-O-Bit American Cheese Food
95c
2 lb. loaf
Fresh Cheddar, lb

54c

MAYONNAISE
2k

American Sliced Cheese, lb. . . 53c

211e

Butter, Wildmere, 1 lb. roll, lb.

FR. DRESSING
11-os.

SANDW. SPREAD
ea.
tis
OLD STYLE SAME'
ea. .

STORE HOURS
M-Tu-W-Th-F .. . . C:00-5:30
aa00-8:00
Sat.

88c

45c
23c
29c

DELICIOUS'FROZEN FOODS
Strawberries, Blue Grass,
1-lb. pkg.
35c
Lima Beans, Frigidette Fordhook•
2 12-oz. pkgs.
35c

DAIRY Fredonia News
QUEEN
WE ARE NOW OPEN
TO SERVE YOU WITH
MALTS
SUNDAES

SHAKES
CONES

You Can Take A Package Home To
The Family Too!

Morgan,
Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett
Mrs. Frederick Stallins, and Mrs.
Nashville,
Robert Morgan were in
Tenn., one day recently.
Mrs. Lee Cardin and Mrs. Robert E. Osborne spent the weekend
Mrs.
at Louisville visiting Mr. and
J. E. Osborne.
Mrs. Charles Barrett recently
spent several days at Clarksville,

Mrs. William S. Rice, Mrs. M.
boon Akin, Mrs. Tom McDonald
and Mrs. J. J Rosenthal were recent visitors at Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lester, of
St. Louis, are visiting Mr and
Mrs. Sidney Ledford and other
friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. U B. Chambers
and eon, of Jackson. Tenn., were
weekend visitors in Princeton

Pfc. Joe Conway, Keesler Air to be back on the job as clerk at
Force Bin,Biloxi, Miss., spent the Howerton's department at o r
weekend with his mother, Mrs. Morlday after being absent last
W. B. Conway, Donald and Caro- week because of illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brocklyn.
James York, who has been em- meyer, Jr., entertained with a
ployed in Illinois, has returned dinner Sunday in honor of the
here. Mrs. York had been here birthday of Mrs. C. H. Brookmeyfor several weeks prior to his er, Sr. Seated at the table were
Tenn.
corning. They are at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Brookmeyer,
Mrs. R. S. Sneed, West Main
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Mr. and Mrs. Charles BrookmeySandra.
has been confined to her
daughter,
present.
street,
and
er
at
Holloman,
of illness.
Johnson
George
because
Mrs.
and
home
at
Mr.
Miss Nancy Phelps, student
all of PaMiss Mary Loftus recently visMurray College, spent the week- and baby son. Kenny,
—TIE II. $11.1111111I IVII
as guests of
ited her sister, Miss Anna Louise
end with her parents, Mr. and ducah, spent Sunday
is • vital part
Sanitation
T.
C.
the
Mrs.
in
and
Mr.
parents,
patient
her
Loftus, who is a
Mrs. Reginald Phelps.
Henson.
Hospital, at Nashville,
Vanderbilt
spending
is
Coleman
E.
V.
Mrs.
of poultry raising. Before
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Kunnecke
Tenn.
this week in Evansville as guest
sons Mike and Pat, of Paduand
and
Mama
Jerry
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of her mother.
you get your chicks
cah, were Sunday guests of her
children of Louisville were weekCharles D. Akridge, who is a
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
parents,
Major
and
Mrs.
and
College,
Mr.
of
end visitors
student at Murray
clean up and &slam' the
Brasher.
Quisenberry W. Main.
Thomas Jones spent the weekMrs. Coy Moore were
and
Mr.
atthey
where
end in Louisville
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Larkins, of
brooder house
in Hopkinsville Thursday.
tended the.p. V. C. tournament.
Chicago, were weekend guests of
Ill at
been
has
Morgan
E.
D.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Phelps
Dr. Salsbury's Germ's or
his brother, W. G. Larkins, and
the home of his daughter, Mrs.
children spent Sunday in EvansMrs. Larkins and Miss Ada
condiHis
Blackburn.
Lawrence
Leon
ville as guest of her brother,
Pruett.
tion has improved and he has reMorgan.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart McGough,
turned to his home.
Mrs. Russell Melton and chilexcellent disialect•nt. They
Stanford, were weekend guests
of
RushMarshall
Mrs.
and
Mr.
dren have gone to Moline, Ill., to
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leof
and
Mr.
and
Evansville,
of
ing,
Hayworth re- roy Richardson.
join Mr. Melton who is employed
•',
me
'
get the go rm• '
Mrs. Paul E. Moore and daugh- RITA BACK BEFORE CAMERAS: Actress Rita
there.
and Mrs. Louis Leichfield
screen in Hollywood after a(three-year absence from
the
to
Mr.
turns
were
Princeton,
of
Bonita,
ter,
Pfc. Bobby Askew, who is stascene.
were
club
t
to
night
use -- •
are pl
and children, of Marion.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. the film capital with this dance for a Trinidad
tioned at Keesler Air Force Base,
Vile she was away from movie work she married Prince Aly weekend guests of her parents,
Coy Moore.
Biloxi, Miss., spent the weekend
country
to this
"dip" odor -:-:
Mr. and Mrs. Major Quisenberry.
Leona Driver, little daughter of Khan ir France, bore him a daughter, and returned
with his parents.
had separated.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Driver, sub- with the announcement that she and her husband
staked
is
pond
another
Rev. W. M. Griffin will occupy
"After
teal, too. Help protect chicks
mitted to an appendectomy at the (AP Wirephoto)
the pulpit at the First Presbyterout in another field, I expect to
Caldwell County Memorial hosthe
by
in
co-sponsored
was
constructed
o'clock
contest
11
the
for
Church
-. ask tor
ian
have the ponds
against di
pital in Princeton Tuesday night.
Princeton Rotary Club and the a few days", Mr. Joiner stated.
service Sunday morning, March 2.
Luther Barnes
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Bureau.
Farm
is
County
Brookmeyer
Caldwell
Miss Sandra
ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED
Dr. Salsbury's German
Mrs. Jahn Coleman, of
confined to her home with chick- and
The program will consist of
Norman Terry, Soil ConservaPrinceton, were Sunday dinner
en pox.
showing the films, "The Health tion Service, Mayfield, was presor Par -0-Sea
Mr. and Mrs. V. E.
Mrs. Marion Harvill was able guests of
Farm", "Raindrops and Soil Eros- sent at the February supervisor's
Coleman.
ion", "Food and Soil" and "Save meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Clark, of
That Soil".
All supervisors were present
near Sheridan, spent Sunday as
Parents, teachers a n d friends except M. P. Brown, Jr., who was
guests of Mrs. May Freeman.
By Oliver C. Allcock
are invited to come with the boys absent because of illness.
Mr. Orbie Rushing, of Evans(Soil Conservation Service)
The supervisors discussed soil
and girls. ,
selle, spent several days last week
The fifth annual "Caldwell
conservation activities to be prowith Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore
PLANTS
County Soil Conservation Day for RECEIVE WILDLIFE
moted in Caldwell county during
and his mother, Mrs. Lee BurkJames P. Morgan, W. P. OldSchool Children" is to be observ1952.
low.
ed at 10 a. m. Saturday, March 1, ham, Willard Moore and Maurice
Missionary meeting of the First
at the Butler High School build- Humphrey, Princeton community;
with
met
church
Presbyterian
Gentry Mitchell, Cobb; Ferel Wading.
afThursday
Mrs. Guy G. Nichols
lington and Lester McCaslin, Otcounty
Caldwell
Seventy-five
entertainternoon. Mrs. Nichols
Cein the re- ter Pond, and J. W. Sherrell,
ed the group in the School libra- boys and girls, winners
cil Burton, Noble Paris and Ralph
conessay
conservation
soil
cent
ry. Those present were Mrs. John
Paris, Fredonia community, reAbnett, Mrs. Florence Parr, Miss test, are to be presented with ceived wildlife plants this week
to
others
541
with
awards
cash
bars;
Dorothy Parr, all of Marion; Mrs.
from the Division of Game and
One 215 Acre tract at land with 4 room house and
Cecil Brasher, Mrs. W. B. Con- receive small awards. The county Fish.
telephone. Eight stiles east
and
electricity
water,
or
plenty
way, Mrs. Byrd Guess, Mrs. ed a prize last week.
The plants, delivered by truck
Priced
George Milroy, Mrs. John Rice,
of Princeton, 2 miles oft 62 highway on gravel road.
Mrs. Floyd Jones, chairman, to the local soil conservation disMrs. W. M. Young, Miss Imogene
$4,151.00.
Mrs. H. A. Brenda, and Mrs. W. trict headquarters, a-re for wildonly
Wigginton, Mrs. W. M. Griffin,
W. Watts were in charge of the life food and cover. They consistMrs. L. W. Guess, Mrs. Howard
concessions at the Butler-Smith- ed of bicolor lespedeza, multiflora
Easley, Mrs. Kelly Landes and
land game Thursday night. But- rose, Russian mulberry, black
the hostess. During the social
Austrian pine and mugo pine.
ler won by a score of 89-49.
hour, refreshments were served.
Mrs. W. H. Conway, chairman, STARE OUT NEW POND
The Ladies Aid of the CumberHarry Joiner, Sr., Becham
land Presbyterian church met Mrs. Talley Baker, Mrs. J. J. Rogwith Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn ers served at the Butler-Madison- Holland and the SCS technician
Thursday night. After the pro- ville game Monday night. Butler selected the location and staked
out a pond on Mr. Joiner's farm
gram, the hostess served refresh- won by a score of 47-46.
Barbera Traylor Van Hooseir, in the Otter Pond community this
ments to Mrs, T. R. Akridge,
Mrs. Malcolm Blackburn, Mrs. class of 1947, was a visitor at week.
Ray Blackburn, Mrs. C. T. Hen- Fredonia High Tuesday.
In staking out the pond the
At a recent meeting of the Jun- capability of the soil, the water
son, Mrs. Ronald Harper, Mrs.
Raymond Moore, Mrs. Noble ior Library club, Glenda Childress line, the drainage area, the fill
Paris, Mrs. Dave Perkins, Mrs. presided and Shirley Hill w a s and the number of animals to be
Charlie Querterrnous, Mrs. Eu- acting secretary.
watered were considered.
clid Quertermous, Mrs. Essie
Rucker, Mrs. Ray Wigginton, Mrs.
Henry Phelps, Mrs. Ralph Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. James Quertermous and children, all of Paducah, spent the weekend with his
mother, Mrs. Jocie Quertermous,
and family.
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WOODS

New Spring Prints

Fredonia High
School Brevities

Wide Color Choice

:Chic Plant BED COVERS
:36" Wide 9c Ready Made 91c „ i
yd

The senior class play, "Where's
Grandma", will be given in the
Fredonia gymnasium Friday
night, February 29. The play is
under the direction of Mrs. John
Rice.
The Yellow Jackets met defeat
Friday night with Crittenden
High by the score of 88-50. The
second team lost by a score of
49-90.
Mrs. John Rice, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Blackburn and Reg Phelps
were in charge of the concessions
at the Crittenden High game Friday night.
Mrs. Guy Nichols, Mrs. Reg
Phelps. W. L. Nichols, and Edd
Phelps were in charge of concessions at the Butler-Brewers
game held in Fredonia gymnasium Wednesday night. Butler won
by a score of 81-50.
.Randell Phelps, member of the
eighth grade, underwent an appendectomy at the Caldwell Coun-•
ty War Memorial Hospital Thursday of the past week.
Joe Conway and Bobby Askew,
former members of the Junior
class and now stationed at Keesler Air Force Base, Miss., spent• The ballerina is the favorite order in fashion footthe weekend here.
a way all its own of showing
The Home Economics Il girls ▪ wear, because it has
1
feet at their prettiest. The graceful lines are
accompanied by their teacher, .7.
Mrs. Lucille Morse, visited Mrs.
IN traced by grosgrain. Smooth black, red or white
Johnnie Koon, Wednesday, February 20. A program was present- III leather.
ed for Mrs. }Coon. who has been
111
Kathleen Vinson of the Senior III
Home Economics Class submitted
the best essay on the subject "My
Family History" and wee award-

Heavy Brown Seamless Sheet
•• ready to hem 81"x90" seamless —
Foxcraft Seamless 929 Foxcral
Sheet 81"x 99" dimPillow

ONE GROUP
BOYS'

SWEATERS
Repriced To Clear

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredosia, Ky.
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year was 17 per cent above the
1960 production. Stocks are
down, however, the total supply
on Oct. 1 being only 4 per cent
larger than a year earlier.
Production of fire-cured a n d
d for the 1952 crop of dark air-cured tobaccos was up
Care in selecting sites for plant
is likely to be strong, some the past year, but consump- beds may help to avoid the black
ces about the same as re- tion, including exports, also was shank disease in tobacco, accordlarger.
ing to Circular 491 of the Univerr the 1951 crop, accordMarketing quotas provide for sity of Kentucky College of Agrise annual farm outlook
individual farm acreage allot- culture and Home Economics.
the University of Ken- ments this year about the same
"The new bed should be placed
Where it will receive no drainage
liege of Agriculture and as the past season.
Dairy production will be enSince tobacco growers can't from a black shank field and
einonues. Costs of pro
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
couraged this year in McCracken
however, may be higher have more acres, they can boost where dirt from the barnyard
College of Agriculture and
county, in order to. keep in the
incomes only by stepping up acre and tribacco barn is not likely to
Home Economics
By R. A. Mabry
Purchase area the $300,000 spent
te output this year prob- yields or by reducing the cost of be carried to it on the feet of
annually for out-of-state milk.
animals or men," it is suggested. 11••••••
1 be larger than the, past production.
.
4 VEGETABLE VARIETIES
"The bed should be located
The report notes that the p,ice
ich was 4 to 5 per cent
FOE
FREEZING
•
Important changes have been
Ernest Johnson, Richard Golder
950 The manufacture of of burley is about as much above where it can be reached without
With so many gardeners having and . Robert Sanger of Fulton
and chewing tobacco and the 1936-39 level as corn, eggs, walking across a black shank made in Kentucky's Green Pasexpected to be about the milk and hogs. Prices of dark to- field. It should be prepared with tures Program which will make their own deep freezers or living county are planning to set 30
the 1952 program snore far reach- close to frozen
in 1951. Exports are not baccos are relatively higher but clean took and if watering is
food banks, a word acres of Blakemore strawberries
are not as high as beef cattle, necessary the water should be log but, at the same thne, easier OT twii about vegetable varieties this year.
increase in 1952:
•
from a cistern, well, spring or to carry out.
production the past veal calves and lambs.
In Livingston county, an inIn the past the only persons ac- that freeze well are in order.
pond that does not receive draincreasingly large number of farmBut
first
tually
it
enrolled
should
be
in
emphasize
the
program
d
age from a black shank field, or
ers are replacing alfalfa with red
a city water supply, and not from were those who entered their that merely a correct varietal clover.
pasture
program
contest,
the
in
or
a stream or river.
name will not insure success;
Tobacco growers of Green
"Make your plant bed large recognition phase and submitted preparation is important, too.
their
firms
for
judging.
Many
county sold approximately 6,000,enough and care for it well, so
'
The
vegetables
should
"tabe
farmers
who
were
doing an ex000 pounds of leaf this year fo.
that you will not need to get
plants from another farm. In case cellertt job but whose programs ble mature", at top ,quality. Over- $3,000,000.
•
were
in the initial stage, were not ripe beans for example, that shell
of a plant bed failure in a black
The
increase
in
sheep
officially
losses by
entered. Also, a few out badly,
shank area in Kentucky, a groware too starchy; and dogs in Nicholas
county resulted
er would be much safer to go to farmers, who had excellent pas- starch freezes poorly.
On
the
othin
the
organization of the Nichola blac k-shank-free area for ture programs, did not want to
er hand, vegetables that are too as County Sheepmen's Associaplants, but should take every pre- enter them in the contest phase.
tion.
caution not to carry black shank Furthermore, a large sign-up was young shrink when frozen, and
to the farm from which he gets impractical because of the diffi- make a soggy product.
About 90 farmers in Henry
culty in judging.
the plants."
Make the time between t h e county have enrolled in the Green
In 1952, any farmer whc is ingarden and the freezer as short Pastures Program.
terested in pasture improvement
as possible. Even reasonable
A registered n i n e-year-old
University Makes List
may take part in the program by
summer
re can wreck Brown Swiss cow in the herd of
Of Recommended Corns signing an application and indi- quality intemperatu
a
just
short
while.
Har- Coyle and Coyle in Washington
Names of varieties of hybrid cating his intention of aiding in vesting, preparatio
n, blanching county produced 12,961 pounds of
seed corns recommended by the the program.. A check sheet is and the freezing's
start should milk and 560 pounds of butterfat
University of Kentucky Experi- provided calling attention to im- take as little time
as possible, and in 295 days.
portant practices which may be
ment Station are:
the "batches" should be small.
In Rowan county, 30,000 seedWhites — US523W, Kentucky carried out. The farmer signs the
Those who do their storing in
lings were set out last year in
203, Kentucky 405B and Indiana application, checks the practices, a food bank
should keep their areas not suited
and hands it to any agricultural
to crops.
750B.
packages in a refrigerator (turnSixteen farmers in Knox counYellows—US 13, Kentucky 102 agency worker to, keep a copy of ed up) until the trip
town
to
can
ty will grow from a half at-re to
Kentucky 103 and Indiana 844D. the check sheet.
be taken. Where the food bankr.
an acre of sorghum cane this year,
County in
pasturemen insist
Popcorns—Purdue 31, Ptrrdue
on doing their own sealing, many
of them for the first time.
plaques will be awarded again in
32 (Kansas K4) and Purdue 38.
the plastic sacks should be closed,
Homemakers in Bourbon counUS523W and Kentucky 102 are 1952 but the selection of the re- as well as may be
with
paper clips, ty have made a'total
of 354 lamp
blight-resistant. Kentucky 102 is cipients will not be made alto- as "open air"
may cause quality shades.
gether on a competitive basis.
recommended for silage.
to be impaired. For holding the
A dairy tour was conducted in
US 13 is the earliest maturing The County Green Pastures Com- packages cold
while on the Way Crittenden county
to assist dairyvariety a nd is recommended mittee will be responsible for se- to the bank,
use six thicknesses men in
remodeling barns and
where weather conditions delay lecting the County Master Pas- of news-paper
as
an
insulator.
milk
turernan.
rooms to meet Grade A reAt least two methods of
planting for any considerable
The names of the freezing variquirements.
time from the usual planting date. selecting the County Master Pas.- eties are
these:
Asparagus,
any
tureman are open to the commitIn the Cobb Hill community in
kind, but cut green; Broccoli, Caltee; selection will be made on a
Estill county, more than half the
abrian Greensprouting; CauliValiant Found To Be
community basis, each communifarmers are idle, owners having
ty being asked to select a nomi- flower, Snowball, but dazzingly taken full-time work in factories.
The Top Early Tomato
white; Kentucky Wonder (but
nee from whom the county nomiIn Logan county, homemakers
not too full) and Top Crop (at made
Extensive tests at the Experi- mittee will select, after
695 corsages of nylon in
a proper
snap
stage)
beans,
with String- one month.
ment Station of the University of check-up, the person to be recogese gilts are large, well developed and
less
Greenpod
as second choice;
Kentucky show Valiant to be the nized. A person might actually
Fordhook 242 lirna beans, or the TV
to farrow in March. The best of breedGROWING PAINS
best early yielding variety of to- receive the award without even smaller
(but green) Clark's Bush
knowing that he is considered.
Los Angeles — (AP) — What
and individuality can be expected in this
mato.
or Cangreen or Baby Fordhook,
However, the same four factors
television needs most today is an
all small varieties, but standing adult
Garden State continues to show used in the 1951
le All hogs double treated for cholera.
program will be
audience willing to help
high yields and excellent quality considered as they will serve as hot weather well; Golden Cross TV through its
childhood and
for a mid-season tomato. Drought a basis for selecting the district Bantam sweet corn (it's coming adolescence.
seriously reduced the yield of this winners. They are (1) Wise land all at once being an adv
So says Jack Morrison, lecturvariety in 1951.
Use; 2) Efficient fertilization; here), or white Stowell'
er in theater arts at the UniverLong Red, a relatively new va- (3) Year-round forage production; green or Aunt Mary's, or
sity of California. Adults should
riety of tomato, was tested for the and (4) Past•ire management and the white hybrids.
be selective about their programs
All
sweet
peppers,
first time in 1951. Quality, size utilization.
greett or and should let the sponsor
know
colored,
may
be frozen, and so by mail which
and yield compared favorably
Farmers of the county who
shows they like,
with Rutgers. It has the advan- wish to be a part of the Green mu y all varieties of tomatoes, says Morrison.
tage of maturing 7 to 10 days Pastures Program this year should prepared as for canning, when
As a last resort representative
ahead of Rutgers. It is particular- get an application blank from one good plastic bags are used. Al- organizations can ask
the Federal
ly well suited for home or com- of the agricultural offices in the though the tomatoes can be only Communications
Commission for
stewed,
they
do
retain
mercial
full
canning,
garand
county.
its
high
consumer
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
hearings on television
den-fresh flavor and make a won- content
quality should make it desirable
matters.
derful treat in midwinter.
for the late fresh market, said
loneers -- George M. Kurtz, Stanly Fritz the Experiment Station report.
':As a factor in the outlook for
Clerks: L. D. Buckley, R. V. Latta
1952, the operation of governThree players in the American
ment becomes increasingly imS. P. C. Assn. Lawrence Holt
League played in all their team's
portant. In this connection, the
games in 1951. They were Ed
plans for defense spending and
LUNCH WILL BE SERVED
Yost of Washington, Al Rosen of
the actuill expenditures are two
Cleveland and Gerry Priddy of
'different things. Changes in the
Detroit
international situation which
Government decisions are more would substantial
ly ease or tightand more affecting the welfare of en internation
al tensions could
farmers, says the annual, outlook bring
about revisions" iri Plans or
report of the University of Ken- a lag
in the actual use of approtucky College of Agriculture and priated
funds as well as changes
Horne Ecomimics. The report, in in
plans of private industry for
part, follows:
new production capacity. Such
"There is a vowing recogni- changes could doubtedly be distion that government is having turbing to farm commodity maran increasing ,inflbence on t e kets."
'economics of living' in this
country. More and more, decisPresident Franklin D. Rooseions that are made by govern- velt vetoed more bills than any
ment officials are affecting what other U. S. President in history,
happens to prices, to employment a total of 631. This was 156 more
and to the amount of consumers' vetoes than the second highest
incomes remaining for spending. total amassed by President Cleve"In analyzing the outlook for land.
the national economy, of which
agriculture is an important part,
The first claeh between Italian
one must recognize this growing and Ethiopian soldiers occurred
importance of government even at or near Wai Wei on the disputthough such recognition does not ed frontier of Italian Somaliland
simplify the analysis.
Dec. 9, 1935.
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In 1947 the United States hit
an all-time high in cotton textile
exports of 1,468,009,000 square
yards.

RE.

The famous Armstrong nugget, on display in the First National Bank, Baker, Ore., weighs
nearly 7va pounds.
An odd juniper tree, found on '1
the Crooked River in Oregon.,
grows like a spire 40 feet in the
air. It looks like a domestic shrub

I
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at the LILLY BROS. FARM
iles west of Hopkinsville, Ky.
on the Newstead Road

...Loaded
with lore,
Laughter
and Song!

Nris
Jane WYMAN • James CAGNEY • Gary COOPER
Randolph SCOTT • Phil HARRIS Patrice WY MORE
Virginia GIBSON • Frank LOVEJOY• Louella PARSONS
PLUS! WALT DISNEY CARTOON — NEWS
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If you need Bred Gilts - - Don't miss this Sale!
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2nd FEATURE! A 1111,A R1OUS HAUNT HUNT!

"GHOST CHASERS"
with LEO GORCEY and the BOWERY BOYS
FINAL CHAPTER! "CODY OF THE PONY EXPRESS"

SUNDAY & MONDAY
March 2-3
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The battle
of Texas...
and the
battle
of the
sexes!

Gene

Virginia

Ruth

BRED GILTS 40
Excellent Fall Boars 5
n Monday, March 3

Decisions Of The
Government Affect
Income Of Farmers
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Life in the Sudan of ..1frica
away from the few urban centers
is primitive. Nomadic or seminomadic, the people are :argely
dependent on subsistence crop*
and livestock.

Spotted
°land China

.
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5

HE GARDEN I Ky. Farm News

Mexico's youngest and most acFredrie March won the motion
tive vokano is El Paracutin, pictute
Seede.my ."Oscar" as the
southwest of Mexico City. It best actor in;1032
and 1046.
erupted first on Feb. 19, 1943.

"A woman like
you isn't going
to kiss more
than one man
like this!"
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IT'S A SCREAM!

Congo brown,
a radio with a traveling beam of light
spots" each station as you dial! It's a G-E
tage that makes accurate tuning a cinch, even
dark! This streamlined beauty performs
fully too, with rich, mellow tone. It's smart
lace your old radio now. Select your new
s• • Beam radio today.
nP
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RINCETON LUMBER COMPANY
nary

MILANO •IN STERLING

Ray

The outrageously funny story
of a Tom Cat who inherited
$30,000,000 and a baseball
team.

"This is really a fisherman's paradise. Mortimer. Now
he my. be
knows a vet where you can get a Sall, cold glass
of Princeton
Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin D Milk!"

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.

DIAL 2063

HOPRINSVILLE STILES?
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• THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Morse - Rogers

ery, Mr. and Mrs. John Jainism
and son, and Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Vickery and daughter, all former residents of this city, at
Clarksville, Tenn., Sunday.
Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs.
R. B. Taylor, Jr., were Mrs. Eugene Orr, of Nashville, Tenn., and
Mrs. W. S. Cowden, of Dallas,
Texas,
Mrs. R. Roy Towecry is visiting
Miss Heloise Hebert at New Orleans, La.
Don Patmor is visiting at
Jacksonville, Florida.

Allegeier - McConnell

supervised t e cooking of the
mead.
Mrs. Wylie Brown presided et
devothe business session. The
tional was given by Mrs. Pepper
virk
nees. Mrs. S. J. Satterfield gave
Joe
and Home
a report on Far

February 280952
Luncheon guests of ism
Lisanby, Tuesday, War,
Thomas McConnell, Mrs.
Long, Miss Corwin Cash,
John S. Hutcheson, Jr , and
Ezra Franklin.

The Holy Family Church, at
Mrs. Agnes Morse announces
was the scene, SaturLouisville,
Aldaughter,
her
of
the marriage
23, of the
lemagne, to James E. Rogers, son day morning, February
Jo Ann Aligeier,
of Mrs. Lucy Rogers. The single marriage of Miss
and Mrs. Robert
ring ceremony was performed by daughter of Mr.
Louisville, and Robthe Rev. J. Howard Young, Feb- Allgeier, of
son of Mr.
ruary 23, at Springfield, Tennes- ert Jerome McConnell,
Members present were Mesand Mrs. T. B. McConnell, of
being called here by the death o
see.
Announced
Engagement
•
Wylie Brown, James
Honored
Stallings
dames
Miss
Louisville.
McKinney.
her father, E, H.
The bride • wore a navy blue
Vernon Burchett,
Hemingway,
was
ceremony
ring
double
The
an
accesDr. and Mrs. N: H. Talley
With Bridal Shower
suit with navy and white
Boyd SatterSatterfield,
Clinton Lodge No. SZ will
background of
Dlque
a
before
performed
ex
are
son, Ross, of Atlanta, Ga.,
soriea.
Pollard
Miss Atha Stallings, bride elect,
Satterfield,
white
J.
a special meeting 7 p mm
S.
and
greenery
field,
lillies,
week, to visit hi
this
pected,
Mrs. Rogers, a graduate of the white
personal
a
!
with
Oldham, Frank Burehett, Char- day evening, February hlik
candelabra. A program was honored
Parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Tal
Fredonia • High Schol, has been tapers in
up of
confer the degree of
including a shower given by a gro
les Lester, Wesley Prince, Pepper
•
street
Main
West
Icy,
employed the past five years at of wedding music,
21,
February
"Ave Maria", was friends, Thursday,
Jones, Floyd Lewis, I. L. Lewis, Mason. Brethren take
Quinn
of
Blue,
William
Akiq,
the Princeton Cream and Butter vocal Solo of
Mrs.
0.
Mr. and
at the home of Mrs. C.
were Mrs. Hemingway
Visiting brother",
presented.
Homemakers of the Quinn com- Visitors
Company. •
Lindsay, California, have returne
on Washington street.
freshinents.
Mrs. Phillips.
and
the
at
11,
Given in marriage by her fathFebruary
met
Mr. Rogers is employed with
Mrs.
munity
Visiting
to their home after
Pictures Of the greup were
Roy MeDoweii,
The club will meet next month
the Southeastern Construction er, the bride wore a gown of
home of Mrs. E. P. Traylor. HostCharles I. Miller.
by Miss Mattye Martin.
G. W. Towerv, secretary
the home of Mrs. B udd y
at
Roy
Mrs.
white satin and lace. The fitted made
Traylor,
Mrs.
were
Co. at Fort Carripbell.
esses
pink
Murphey
a
using
Allan
Mrs.
course,
and
dessert
Mr.
A
The couple is at home at the bodice of lace was fashioned with
Traylor and Miss Leretta Tray- Brown.
and daughters were guests of he
and white color scheme, was
tenne.of the bridegroom's sister, a round neckline, . with seed
ler.
this
Craig,
Sam
Mrs.
mother,
served.
Mrs. James 0. George, at Hop- pearls and long pointed sleeves.
The food leaders, Mrs. Eva
weekend, at Paducah.
the h•:nincluded
list
guest
The
satin
white
of
skirt
full
long
The
kinsville.
and Mrs. Joel Boitnott, inTayloe
of
Smith,
Archie
Mrs.
Rev. and
terminated in a sweeping train. oree, Miss Dixie Lois Jacob, Mrs.
the members in preparstructed
CharRoss, Ohio, are visiting Mrs.
Her fingertip veil of lace fell Lillie Belle Childress, Mrs. LuRev, Ross is a for- ing the luncheon.
Miller.
I.
les
Virginia
B&PW Benefit Bridge
Miss
Hammonds,
cille
she
and
cap
Juliet
from a satin
A short business meeting was
mer pastor of the Princeton Cumcarried white calla Mlles with McCaslin, Miss Virginia Morgan,
Is Held At Club Room
held with 93 per cent of the memCburch.
Presbyterian
ber/and
Miss
Eldred,
Wilson
MaryMiss
attending. The reading chairThe Business and Professional white satin streams.
Mrs. Dewey Ladd, Mrs. Philip bers
Cash, Miss Busch Curt-e228 chapters of the
The maid of honor was Miss Carerin
Women's Club held a benefit
Mrs. Pauline Smith and man reported
Stevens,
Mrs.
Dalzell,
Virginia
Mrs.
h-Um,
poems and four books
• Bridge-canasta Monday nigh t, Betty Ann McConnell, sister of
Gayle Mason, of Champaig , Bible, 43
C.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Jr.,
Hutcheson,
S.
'John
the bridegroom. She wore a dress
'February 25, at the clubroom.
Miss Anna 'Darnell's engage- Illinois, spent last Thursday at had been read for the month's
B. Meadows and Mrs. Dewey
4ading. Mrs. Roosey Roberts
There were four tables of of blue taffeta designed with a Leda.
ment to Mr. Floyd 0. Gray, son Evansville, Ind.
gave the devotional, Psalm 27, and
Mrs. Alonzo Gray, of
bridge and three tables of ca- fitted bodice, off the shoulder
and
Mr.
of
PatRay
Homer
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Also Mrs. Pauline Smith. Miss
nasta. The canasta prize was neckline and a lace cape. The full
Kuttawa, is announced by her terson spent the weekend'at Ev- read the thought of the month.
Neva Hogan, Mrs. Arney Rawls,
Mrs. Roy Massey Presided over
awarded to Mrs. J. S. Williams skirt was covered with an overMr. and Mrs. FA Darnell, ansville, Ind.
Mrs. Clifton D. Pruett, Sr., Mrs. parents.
the
meeting.
2.
and the bridge prize was award- skirt of net. Her headdress was
Route
of
,
so
and
Goodaker
Russell
Mrs.
fashioned of tiny spring flowers Mina Tom Ryan, Mrs. Mae Blades,. Miss Darnell, a gradate of
The next meeting is scheduled
ed to Mrs. Frank Wilson.
Gary, visited relatives at BardsMatMiss
Rodgers,
Elizabeth
Mrs.
of
bouquet
to be with M iss Alta Tuwery,
School, is an em- town last Tuesday.
Those serving on the commit- and she carried a
lye Martin, Mrs. Philip Stevens, Butler High
March 10, at 10:00 a. m.
tee were Miss Virginia McCaslin, pink streamers.
ployee of the Southern Bell Teleand Mrs. Gayle Mason and
Mr.
Wilma
Miss
Towery,
Otho
Mrs.
There were two bridesmaids
Those attending were Mesdames
chairman; Miss Virginia Morgan,
phone and Telegraph Co., at Pa- son, all of Champaign, Illinois,
Jones,
Mrs.
Louise
Vandiver,
Beavers and son, Joel
Miss Carwin Cash, Mrs. Gordon and three flowergirls, all cousins
ducah.
weekend guests of her sis- Welzie
were
Amy
Miss
Loftus,
Mary
Miss
Glenn, and Miss Wilma Vandieer. of the bride.
Mr. Gray, a. graduate of Kut- ter, Mrs. Dewey Ladd, and Mr. Boitnott, Clyde Coleman, Lewis
Nichols, Mrs. Clyde Spickard, and
Felker, Medley J. Horning and
tawa High School, is employed Ladd, South Jefferson street
Mrs. Katie Mae McBride.
Roy Massey, Roosey Robat Gary, Indiana. An early
Weekend visitors of Mr. and baby,
erts, Will Sigler, Eva Tayloe, Roy
were
and
Mr.
Woodall
A.
C.
Mrs.
The mother of the bridegroom
Traylor, A. E. Turley, James N.
Mrs. Hickman Baldree, of Frankwore an orchid dress with amber
Wyatt and baby, Bessie Tayloe,
fort.
accessories and an orchid corsage Gradatim Club Program
Jessie Morse and baby; E. P.
Vanat
student
McConnell,
Bob
Mrs. Allgeier, mother of the
Traylor and Misses Luretta TrayBy Mrs. Taylor
derbilt University, spent t it e
bride, was attired in a dress of Given
lor and Sylvia Turley.
Mrs. Rumsey B. Taylor, Sr., weekend with his parents. Mr.
ae-1
blue
and
tan
navy
and
blue
Too
cessories. Her corsage was of or- • was program leader at a meeting and Mrs. Howard McConnell.
Late
of the Gradatim Club, WednesMr. and Mrs. G. G. Harrelson Eddy Creek
chids.
.
The Eddy Creek Homemaker's
Leonard Gentile, of Louisville, day afternoon, February 20, at and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Farmer
To Holler
served as bestrnan. The ushers the home of Mrs. Hearne Ha-ral- have returned from 'vacationing Club rnet-Jelicuary 21, at the
For a
home of Mrs. Vernon Burchett.
at Miami Beach, Florida.
included T. B. McConnell, Jr., son.
The major lesson was preparMr. and Mrs. Howard McConRolland Goodaker, Sonny •Allgei- i Mrs. Taylor, whose subjeet wa6
Fire
ing and cooking the noon meal.
er and J. Kabin McGrath. Gary "Trends In Architecture", illus- nell, Bob and Sue, accornpani
Insurance
trated her talk with examples of by .Mr. and Mrs. Mack Clift, via The food leaders, Mrs. S. J. SatGoodaker was ring bearer.
!
Policy
Immediately after the cere- modern architecture. She also led ited Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Vick- terfield and Mrs. Pollard Oldham
many, a breakfast was held for . a discussion on architecture.
When The
the wedding party and the farnie
Mrs. Harrelson served a salad
Fire
id
lies.
course to Mesdames Allison Akin,
•
That evening, a reception was W. D. Armstrong, Cooper Cride-.
l
Wagon
held for 350 guests in the base- George Eldred, Allan Murphey,
Starts
ment of the Boiy Family Church.! William Pickering, Richard Rat The bride's table was centered lift, William Rice, J. J. Rosenthal,'
TO
with a four tiered cake, topped Henry Sevison, W. C. Sparks, R.
by a miniature bride and bride- 1 B. Taylor, Sr., R. B. Taylor, Jr.,
Your
groom and flanked on either side! Richard Morgan and Mis; Mary
House
by candles. The cake and can- Wilson Eldred.
Ours atone!v
dles were surrounded by white'
!babies breath.
r After a wedding trip the cou- Dinner Bridge Group
PLAY SAFE -- CALL US
ple will be at home in Louisville.' Has Meeting Saturday
• Attending the ceremony from , A dinner bridge group met
Princeton were the bridegroom's' February 23, at the Princeton
sister, Mrs. Russell Goodaker, and Golf and Country Club.
w
Ky.
Princeton,
Dial 2620
sons, Rolland and Gary GoodMembers attending were Mr.
Immummingsaimisidima
and Mrs. R. B. Taylor, Jr., Mr.
ssaker.
Doet forzct ow invitation to have year pirlures taken FREE
and Mrs. John Morgan, Mr. and
published in this nrwspaper. Rreuend row parrnie it rasa thew
Mrs. Dean Piercy and Mr. and
... party-pretty or
nothing!
Mrs. R. G. Morgan. Visitors
graduation-lovelf
We are having Woltz Studio., of Re. Moines, totes, nationanr
were Mr. and Mrs. James Shrewscombining cotton lace bodice
'mown thildren's photogrephers. take year pictures expired, fitt Pah.
bury and Capt. and Mrs. Harry
lieation in • new feature titled 'ClT17.11.Nfi of TOMORROW.*
with waffle pique Skirt.
Joiner, Jr.
Remind your pares:Ile that oothing Deed be Gahm:abed to; they as
All-white for graduation.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
sot even have to la • reader of this paper. There Sr. se strings el
Black and white for dates
John Morgan, R. G. Morgan and
anr kind! Every youngster in this trading area is eligihie There
R. B. Taylor, Jr.
Sive. 7 to 15
L. Ise age limit. Extra prints may be obtained by arranging with the
Same smart style with eau,
studio representative what the peat for publication is alerted: kw
Mrs. Lacey Entertains
leapt; at sleeves, waistline
this. tee, la entirely op to your parent&
and hese for loag.waisted jus,on.
Clippings of those pietary-• sill beceisi. treasured maimenim et
Friday Bridge Clubf
childhood, se lie awe to mil es au photographer daring the dale
L W. J. Sizes 7 to 13
Mrs. Conway Lacey entertained
mentioned below. We do not want • single !seal youngster te ho
her bridge club, Friday, Februdisappointed. Appointment. are NOT accessory. bet one of yew
ary 22, at her home on South Jefpeewees er another adult moat accompany Toe.
ferson.
Prizes were awarded to MesAstor,Is tit* Homo and plies to have your
dames Hewlett Morgan, Jack
Pittures lakes ortSboat cost!
Crider and Miss Vergie Barnett.
course
m esdwaamsesse rvvied
to
y
i abrd
FRI., FEB. 29, 10 A. M. TO 6 P. M.
thje‘htstseesrst
.95 and 9.95
Moore, James W. Walker, E.! L.
AT THE PRINCETON HOTEt
Williamson, Cooper Crider, Jack
Crider, Maurice Humphrey, C. H.
Jaggers, Joseph Loftus. Guests
were Mesdames Hewlett Morgan,
Frederick Stallins and Miss Vergie Barnett.
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New 1952

Mmmm.:.they're all so flattering!

8

FUL
Oroti

Leader Congratulates

So many exciting new colors! So many
unusually flattering styles! And they're
more than pretty to look at when
they're Jacquefiriss! Smooth, perfect
fitting, pampering to the foot, because
Jacqueline: are expertly fashioned from
only the select, precious-soft leathers
You just can't find better values!

"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

Mr. and Mrs., Billy Ray Sewell.
Route 2, on the birth of a daughter, Patricia Sue. February 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Calvin
Belt, Fredonia,, Route I, on the
birth of a daughter, Patricia Darlene, February 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Everett Oliver, Route 5, on the birth of a
son, William Ell, February 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Gilbert
Meyer, Fredonia, on the birth of
I daughter, Donna Fay, February 8.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Kabin McGrath,
Louisville, on the bir th of a
daughter, Deborah Maria, January 28, at Louisville. Mrs. Mc.3-rath is the former Miss Louise
McConnell.

Gray K Smith, of Nashville,
was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey B. Taylor, Jr., Monday night.
Mrs. K. V. Bryant was called
to Rising Sun, Indiana, last week,
because of the illness of her
father.
Hugh Mitchell Stewart, of Central City, was a guest, Sunday,
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerale B. Stewa1 and Miss Louella Wycoff.
Mrs. Hugh Goodwin spent the
weekend with Mrs. D F Nesbit
it
ai Sara Demetra Walker,
Mir,
Peggy Barnes and Nancy Taylor
visited Miss Jatie Alexander, last
v., ekend, at Bowling Green.
Mr. :aid Pros. Willard Mitchell
and childveil, of Middlesboro,
hive returned to their home aftgx
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Deaths & Funerals

nith, colored, wife of
Ida Nelson
its, employed at Fartns Mrs.
Funeral services (ot' Mrs. Ida
Cleaning plant, was retacked by a rabid fox K. Nelson, 78, mother of Ralph
was crossing the Dot- C. Nelson, County Forestry as/ grounds with her two sistant, are to be conducted
Thursday afternoon, February 28
bid animal fastened its
ta.
,
Mrs. Smith's left leg in New , London Minneso
Mrs. Nelson died Tuesday, Febe ankle. She freed herthe animal by choking ruary 28, after an illness of six
now taking anti-rabies months. Her son, Ralph, was with
the Caldwell County her when she died.
nit office, '
Besides her son, Ralph Neilson,
she is survived by a daughter,
s the capital and larg- Mrs. Stanley L. Stennes, Minneapolis, and eight grandchildren.
•t Tasmania

IT'S HERE LADIES!
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Rooting Bolting May End
Deadliest Mine Hrzrrd

Charleston, W. Va. — The coal
industry may be on the way tot
ward licking one of its costlies
and deadliest hazards—roof cave,
ins. They call it "roof bolting"
the
and it is just about what
name implies.
a
A steels bolt is driven into
the
hole bored Into the roof of
mine. Then a steel plate is tightened on the 'end of the bolt.
The rock layers above the coal
seam are thus "tied" together by
a bolt anchored in solid rock
*rime 30 to 42 inches deep in the
roof.
Cog men who believe in the
method say it is the first promising substitute for "timbering"
that has come along in several
centuries 'of coal mining.
Wooden props and cross-beams
methods
were the conventional
"overminer's
the
of keeping up
head" until less than four years
y
ago. Wood is still the mainsta
even
of most mine roofs, and
those which have adopted roofbolting still rely on the old-fash
All South- ioned props to varying degrees.
ALL-SOUTHEASTERN BASKETBALL TEAM: The
for The AssoWest Virginia, which leads all
eastern Conference basketball teens Picked annually
ers, in- other states in soft coal producannounc
radio
and
writers
sports
,
coaches
by
Press
ciated
conference tion, has embraced the new syscludes three. players from the University of Kentucky's
Unives- tem to an extent almost unknown
State
na
Louisia
from
players
two
and
team,
championship
being in other coal-producing sections.
fifth
the
st,
southea
the
of
natives
are
five
shy. Four of the
captain The West Virginia Mines Departfrom Indiana. Bob Pettit, a Sophomore from L. S. U., is
59 ment believes that efficiency is
of the mythical team, having received 55 out of a possible
per cent
votes. Kentucky's Cliff Hagan was second with 52. The others increased by at least 30
37, and
when roof-bolting is employed in
are: Frank Ramsey of Kentucky, 45; Joe Dean, L. S. U.,
Bobby Watson; Kentucky, 26. Dean is from New Albany, Ind.; mechanized mines,-from
For one thing, it does away
FUT
Pettit's home is Baton Rouge, La. Hagan and Watson are
(AP with bothersome props around
Owensboro, Ky., and Ramsey hails from Madisonville,"Cy.
the face of the coal, giving a
Photos).
crear field to the mechanical cutup a soil deficiency. The sheep
and loaders. A greater perters
thriving on his 70 acres would centage of coal is recoverable
have needeci two sections of land
when there are no wooden props
in the old days.
around the working face.
But the old days are long gone.
Joseph Bierer, administrative
At the turn of the century, the
assistant of the West Virginia
Deaf
of
half
western
entire
Mines Department, is authority
Smith county was part of the XIT
the statement that roof-boltfor
around
fence
Ranch — called "a
has caught on faster in four
ing
acre
0
Boston'
all outdoors." The 3,000,00
Hereford, Tex. -- - Jay
othet mining innovaedge of years than
figures he takes in about $1,275 layout along the western
any 10-year period.
in
did
tions
d
the panhandle was divided a n
ed such developmention
a month from a small patch of
lie
sold before the owners fully reelectricity, cutting maas
ments
grass on his ranch near here.
alized what irrigation would
dusting, hard hats,
And Pete Carmichael, farm- mean Wells now supply water chines, rock
as new steps
shoes
safety
and
says,
er of Deaf Smith County,
a thriving truck garden area:
,
for.
which the industry was slow to:
"It's the easiest money a man
Irrigation plus a special seed
now could hardly doi
ever made." He grazes livestock mixture gets Boston his bumper accept and
. •
on an irrigated pasture of only graes crop. Seed to the acre is without
West Virginia's paternal inter20 acres.
five pounds each of Kentucky No.
development extends ,
That's just a tiny pasture, son,' 21 fescue, brome and orchard est in the
the licensing field. It
here in this panhandle county: grass; four pounds of rye; two even into
first state to issue permits
where the average spread runs!'pounds of hairy vetch; and one is the
of roof-bolting.
1,263 acres. It's big ranch county pound of ladino clover, Madrid for the use
To qualify for such a permit,
Where wheat and grain sorghums clover and alfalfa.
the mine must have the approval
are a. basic farm crop.
PMA FOOTS THE BILL
of both the state mines departRAGED
ENCOU
FARMERS
The Production and Marketing
the U. S. Bureau of
But outstanding success of lead- Administration picks up the bill ment and
ing farmers is encouraging others for about two-thirds of the seed
According to state files, there
to irrigate their Ismail pastures cost. Permanent pastures conwere 17/ West Virginia mines
from the priceless underground serve soil.
using some type of roof-bolting
water supply.
One young farmer using PMA
1, 1951. Of this
One of the leaders is Boston, assistance to develop good farm- as of January
held permits, and 17
who was named top farmer in ing practices is A. J. Peters. He number, 154
not been certified be '
neighboring Castro county for grazes 31 cattle on 27 acres divid- others had
the past two years. He farms ed into three pastures.
840 acres. But he uses only -20
Seed costs were $188. The PMA
acres of it to graze 85 cattle and paid $103.80. Peters paid for
15 hogs.
planting plus $600 for fencing the
Even by eating full-time, the nine-acre plots.
the
down
keep
livestock can't
Water is no big cost item for
grass. It grows so fast that Bos- Peters. He traps run-off water
and
out
ton recently had tu go
from his other irrigated land and
mow it.
uses it again on the pasture.
On other irrigated pastures,
Peters would like to get more
grazing loads of six or seven cattle. He believes the pasture
steers to the acre are not uncom- will support three times its presmon. That's far superior to the ent load. He feels he has found
8 to 10 acres needed for a cow the most profitable, the quickest
on native grass.
and the easiest way to produce
Sheep man Earl Springer has beef.
an equally amazing small pasAfter his cattle got in the pasture. He grazes 40 sheep on 70 ture this year, Peters said, they
The
.
patches
six
acres fenced into
just "puffed right up."
stand is a mixture of brome, or"Most of them you wouldn't
some
with
chard and rye grass
know it was the same cattle."
ladino clover.
WOOL ANOTHER BONANZA
Ms. Edward Carter spent the
High wool prices this year gave weekend at Frankfort visiting her
Springer an additional bonanza. husband, Mr. Carter, and her sisHe clipped $2,900 worth of wool ter, Mrs. Sienry Adams, and Mr.
from the flock.
Adams.
Springer waters his pasture
frequently—as often as five days
In the Middle Ages, toys inand five nights during the growcarved crusaders astride
cluded
anhyapplies
also
He
ing season.
horses
war
their
make
to
r
fertilize
a
drous ammoni
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Wonderfully new

and different!

It's a
Food Freezer
and Refrigerator
combined!

New, exclusive
CYCLA-MATIC
DEFROSTING
- in the refrigerator!
Gets rid of frost before it even
collects !
•
•
New ond exclusive

CYCLA-MATIC LEVELCOLD I
Zero zone levelcold in the Food Freezer,
Super-sofe Levelcold in the Refrigerator
and in tise Hydrators regardloss of out'
side temperatures!

*CM Down
Model IR-106. Only
price only 5488.75
Cash
.
78 weeks to pay balance
the
Also see the two other Cycle-nu:0k Frigidaires -and
new Deluxe, Master and Standard Models, too.

New and exclusive
ROLL-TO-YOU SHELVES!
All shelves, roll out full length put all food ,ight at your finger tips!
And you get all these exclusive
Frigidaire features, tool
• All-porcelain interior
• Famous Meter-Miser mechanism
• One-piece Steel Ccbinet
• Ouickube Ice Trays
• Raymond Loewy Styling

McConnell ElectricCo.
Phone 2091

W. Market Street

A tip from our

with extra
yes, waiedine
-waisted joie
to 13

Don't

FULL-SIZE, ,54"

"eferyitoll7is :
CABINET SINK
ONLY

,
Make SZia&vtez
MD Nam
(leadhlos sees)

NO-RISK

REDUCING TEST•

• All you do Is eat Winley Wafers
whootever yen crave food. They
satisfy hanger; you oat less. Start
today, cowl tri a week you'll be
thrilled at the difference In your
weight. Sat be the ludo* your.
self. Weigh before you start—•
HIM et the end of este week.
Yeall be amerce!. No harmful
dregs, leer follow the Witiley
Plan. At leading drag storsa
if not complete!) satisfied with
results, return empty {Yu-kap to
your drunist and he will refund
full purchase price.

steel
Now it can he yours! A world-famous,
timesaving,
Youngstown Kitchens Cabinet Sink -with ous saving(
tremend
work-saving features galore -at a
dream kitchen!
IA perfect way to start your
while they last!
See this value-packed bargain today ...

l

See all these famous features!
• 4. back-splash
• One-piece, acid resisting
• Easytodelle Hi ease enema
porcelain enameled stern top
bash
• Giant, hem dremboards
• Doors sound deidened,
• Roomy, no spla,b bowl
easyswinging, dose lacerate,
• 1 drawers, sturdy shelf, 3 big
• Pe.essed toe and knee specs.
etorage compartments..
• Die made STEIL constreceas
• Impressed soap disk
thrmigholat.,
• Crumb cup stra.ner
• Phis may mem
• Staining reusing faucet
•
Youngstown Kitchees food Waite ohms"sesily isalls$111.

SL E NOEP

E. Main Street

Perhaps sooner than you realize it
you'll need a new supply of envelopes,
letterheads, business forms, statements or some form of printing. Take
a tip from us and bring your business
to the shop that specializes in high
quality job printing at prices you can
afford.

LEADEll
CORNER DRUG STORE

Phone 3141

aft Until the LastMinute
DEPA TMENT

THE PRINCETON

THE

eenourre
ASK TOUR DRUGGIST ABOUT WINIEY

15

Lion Rehfeldt of the Milwaukee
uf falls of bolted roof. The diP,
In the NSA says that
Hawks
of
one
only
partment says that
dancing lessons ate prolonging his
these oecurred where the roof basketball career.
had been bolted according to
specifications set up by the state.
The University of New HampThe total of non-fatal injuries shire had added St. Lawrence U
of
cause they were using bolts
connected with roofsbolting has of Canton, Ti. Y. to its 1952 foota smaller diameter than the %- reached 44, but mines department ball schedule.
inch specified by the mines de- officials say most of these were
partment.
Frank Benkovie, Kansas City,
eye injuries caused by dust from
Since roof-bolting began in drilling and driving bolts, or 'Mo., bowler, missed the A11-8tar
West Virginia, there have been wounds of the foot caused by fall- tournament for the first time in
the history of the event.
Tour fatal accidents as the result ing stoppers.

!Where Grass Grows
Faster Than The
Cattle Can Eat

73 Pairs of High Grade Women's Shoes Go At
his Low Price. Most Of Them Are Low Heels.

BUY NOW...

Newasttiasawistar

THE PRINCETON LEADS ,PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

,February_ 211, 112

•

Phone 3414

Princeton, lel.

Come !n and Visit Us

Phone 2141

West Market Street

Al The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. in.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. in.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. in.

Archeologists And
Fishermen Dediscover
Caesarean-By-The-Sea

News From The Past
1111,'
March 2, 1909. Mr. M. Uray
Lamb and Miss Ella Perry were
happily united in marriage Sunday evening .at the home of Mr.
W. J. Brown by Rev. E. B. Blackbutn, of Marion.

lodge building for Princeton is an
assured fact.
•
• • •
April 2, 1909. M. P'Pool, .of
Confederate, wall in the City
Tuesday and Mt an order with
the Leader for some stationery.

(By Eric Gottgetreu)
— About 2,000
years ago this ancient place on
the eastern Mediterranean coast
was the capital of the Roman
'province of Judea with its own
temple, its hippodrome and amphitheatre.
Built from 24 to 13 BC by
Herod the Great, Caesarea-bythe-Sea had a fortifilsd harbor as
big as that ,at Athens. The 700feet wide sea mole reached into
20 fathoms of water.
St. Paul 'sailed trona this hawbor to Tarsus, his birth-place in
Asia .Minor, end many other importiint events relating to Chris-

Caesarea, Israel

tlan, Jewish and Moslem history of gold,- prolohly stole,
In the Hely Land toqk Owe here. Middle-Ages. . .
There are no'plan for
La4r, Caesarea by the Sea fall
into ruins, the Place was forgot- town at the site 01 Cam
ten, and it seems that the Crusad- the harbor and the mole
ers were the last to regard it as ing rebuilt as am Israel
port to. serve the many•
an important strong-point.
Today, caesarea has come back fishermen who have iesett
into the news. Jewish immigrants region.
There is also 'an official
ere working on its sand dunes to
make them into fields and. tree- school here and a big sea ?
land again. And while the bull- Research Station, founr,
dozers rumble over the area, new years ago by the Jewl.,
archeological evidence comer to. and now supported by the
Government.
light to tell of the past.

"March 2,.
71 VOGUE: The
19097 11,
walking stick, after a period of
April 13., 1909. George G. Harretirement, is now highly fash- raison, of Campbell, Mo is here
CENTRAL PAESBYTERIAN
ionable for men.
for a few days' visit to his parRev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
• • •
ants, Mr. and Mrs. P. 0 HarrelAmong the latest finds was a
SUNDAY
e4ttarch 19, 1909. Maj. J. W. Hol- son.
huge porphyr statue of what watt The first netwoik tr,
9:45 am. Sunday School
lingsworth was appointed last
apparently a Roman goddess. The U. S. presidential
10:55 a. m., Morning Service
April 13, la909a. Ra. S. McGehee
week a member of the Board o
head and the forearms were took view Jan. 20. lese
6:00 p. m. Youth Meeting
went
Louisville
to
Sunday
and
Trustees for the Old Oontederat
missing. Experts think they were President Truman took oft
7:00 p. m. Worship Service
will
return
today
or
tomorrow.
Home at Pewee Valley to succeed
WEDNESDAY
•• •
the late Maj. Fayette Hewlett of
April 13, 1909. Mrs. W. H. Mc,
.7:00 p in. Mid-Week Service Frankfort. .
Elroy has returned from a visit
• • •
"a/al
pie. They .are able to give love
Nifl: lad JO
to Evansville.
and to consider the interests of
March 19, 1909. CRIDER: Miss
OGDEN METHODIST
CONSTRULTION
/4/15
• • •
others. They respect the differRev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor Mary Weaver Dyer, of Princeton, April 20, 1909. Owen Ingram
BEGUN ON HIS
ences
timid
they
in.people
visited
and
feel
Miss
Louise
Mary
Myers,
Church School, $:45 o'clock
returned Saturday from a stay of
Ku-Cs-hies
a sense of responsibility to their
Saturday and Sunday.
several weeks in the northwest:
'Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
neighbors.
• • •
PALACE I")
r • •
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
Mentally healthy people are
March 26, 1909. Mr. R. E. Young *it t
r,
;p1pril
23,
1909.
Conductor
Osable
to
meet
demands
the
of
life.
will be a candidate for constableo'clock
'erne and Engineer John Loftus
They do something about their
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock of the Princeton Magistrate dis- are
handling
the
circus
WOMAN
train
this
TRAPPED
CAR:
IN
Mrs.
Lena
problems
Zukle, 21, waits to be
as they arise. They actrict before the Democratic priWednesday Evening Service, 7
week.
freed from a wrecked station wagon in which she lies trapped in cept responsibilities. Whenever
mary election, April 10.
. • • *
o'clock
Los
Angeles.
Her
leg
right
is pinned between the steering post, possible, they shape their en• • •
April 30, 1909. Yesterday after- the seat, and the floorboard. She pleaded with her rescuers not vironnrrent and, if necessary, they
March 30, '1909. H. W. Blades,
FIRST BAPTIST
to
amputate
her mangled leg and she was freed after a 40-minute adjust to it. People who are menthe I. C. agent, was on the sick noon at Henderson, Mr. Herndon
nyging
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
list most of last week, as was Greer, expressman of this city, struggle. Her car was hit by another traveling at high speed tally healthy plan ahead but do
not fear the future. They welcome
also Mrs. Blades and son Harry, was painfully hurt by some boxes through a recrlight, killing the driver. (AP Wirephoto)
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
A
• • •
falling on him in his car.
new experiences and ideas. They
PA Reiter wig
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
1, 2, 3," published be the National
realistic
•
set
•
•
goals
for
themselves
,a
April
Training
2,
Union
p.m.
6:15
1909. Princetonians,
Association for Mental Health, and are able to make their own
who have real pride in their
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
April 30, 1909. The marriage of
says people who are mentally decisionS.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, town;" and are always glad to Dr. Ira Z. Barber and Miss Ann
RU-CO-BLOX
healt4 feel comfortable about
Just knowing what mental
hear of improvements, whether E. Hunter yesterday morning af7:39 p. in.
themselves. They are not bowled health is, however, doesn't mean
they be large or small, will be forded their many friends a very
I
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
over by their emotions—fears, an- you can be mentally healthy, but
glad to learn that a new Elks pleasant surprise.
RUBY LUMBER CO.
II
PRINCETON
ger, love, jealousy, guilt or wor- knowing can help you think
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU125 persons after they have cornries. They take life's disappoint- straight about it. The pamphlet,
LATE CONCEPTION, KARLpleted several months' sojourn.
ments in their stride and accept "Mental Health is 1, 2, 3," and
PRO%
By Dr. W. L. Cash
MADISON VILLE
IN2TON
Here are some of the answers:
their oval shortcomings.
others on mental health are avail(Medical Consultant)
"One of the greatest benefits
In addition, mentally healthy able from your local health deYirsi, third and fifth Sundays,
Have you ever wondered if
of this exchange program is that you might be mentally ill without people feel right about other peo- partment.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
we realize that human beings knowing it? Lots of
Sundays,
Second and o
(By Jane Eads)
people wonWashington — What to people have always the same problems der about their mental heelth at
5..?trart0Itro'c or
Holy Days, Maid at 7 o'clock. from other countries think about In the world and that the average One time or another, according to
America after they have spent American could be my next door the Division of Mental Health,
eallOW
,
fas
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- some time in the grass roots neighbor in Germany," said Dr. Kentucky
State Department of
.
The
Select
"
PITAL CHAPEL
areas? Do their ideas change af- Lotte Mueller, studying nutrition Health.
First, third and fifth Sundays, ter they get to know us? These and home economics methods.
Authorities say that mental
HOME
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Karola Kasmanhuber of Aus- health is far more than merely
are questions Miss Virginia WilOf Your Dreams
Second and fourth Sundays, son of the Division of Education tria thinks the 4-H clubs are fine. the absence
of mental disease.
We'll Help You
Mass at 8 o'clock.
and Training, U. S. Office of She said: "I think if you want When we speak of happiness, of
FINANCE IT:
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Foreign Agricultural Relations, people to work for the communi- peace of mind, enjoyment or sat,Rev. William Borntraeger is asked men and women who come ty you have to start with the isfaction, we usually are talking
pastor_ and .the Rev. Richard here on exchange agricultural youth." She hopes to promote about mental health.
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
Mements is assistant pastor.
training programs sponsored by similar programs back home
There a re many degrees of
TESTED OONORETE MASONRY
various Am6rican government Many of the visitors found the mental illness, and no line neatly
Phone 3225
Henrietta Hotel Bldg.
FAIRVIEW bAPTIST
impressions that they had gotten divides the mentally healthy from ••••"••••••••••
agencies.
°
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
Since last August Miss Wilson, from American movies were eith- the mentally unhealthy. No one
Sunday School every Sunday
26 and pretty enough to 'be a er "wrong or greatly exaggerat- characteristic by itself can be
afternoon at 2:30.
"Most of the ideas we get taken as evidence of good mental
Preaching every second and cover girl, has interviewed about ed".
about American people are from health, nor the lark of any one
fourth Sunday afternoons at MT. HEBRON
BAPTIST
the movies and that isn't the as evidence of mental illness. No2:30.
Rev. Raymond Rich, pastor
truth," Anna Margareta Lindberg body has all the traits of good
Prayer meeting every SaturSunday School, 10:00 a. m.
of Sweden said. "I thought there mental health all of the time.
day at 7:30 p. m.
Norman Lee Milton, Supt.
were more rich people here."
A pamphlet, "Mental Health is
Services every second a n d
Dr. Sabine Scherrinsky, also of
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
fourth
Saturday
at
7:30
p.
in.
and Germany, believes that American
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30 every second and fourth Sunday movies showain Germany foster
In
at
11:00
a.
m.
wrong ideas among the German
a. M.
Prayer service every, Tuesday people 'who see them. She said:
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
at 7:00 p. m.
"We don't 'get any idea about
Morning Worship 11 a. m.
Hopkinsville
family life and no ideas about
Training Union-6 p.
QUINN
BAPTIST
communities and how important
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Rev. Ralph Christian, pastor
shop
are the community churches and
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Sunday School every Sunday education in the
United States."
7 p.
at 10:30 a. m.
A spokesman for a group of
Preaching every first and third Indonesians, studying
PENTICOSTAL HOLINFSS
animal
Sunday
At 11 a. m
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor
husbandry methods, said their
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
first impressions of America also
incorporated
MIDWAY BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
had been gleaned from movies.
Rev. J. R. Puckett, pastor
•
Young People's Service 6:00
"We thought all Americans were
10 a. m. Sunday School
0.1n.
very rich, the living was easy,
11 a. in. Morning Worship
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
for
and no one must work hard," he
6 p. in, Training Union
Wednesday evening
prayer
said.
p. M. Evening Worship
service 700 p.m.
Hour of Praryer—Wednesday, Miss Wilson, daughter of M. L.
Wilson, director of the U. S. De7 p. m.
13L1 SPRING BAPTIST
women's wear
partment of Agriculture's ExtenRev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor FREDONIA BAPTIST
sion
Service,
was
amused
at
.a
Services every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
German woman's remark that the
"lovely and intimate"
a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
Services every Sunday. 11:00 only people she found in America
Sunday-School every Sunday at
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
not always in a hurry were the
10:00 a. m.
exclusively yours
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Indians in Oklahoma.
Prayer service, Wednesday
Training Union 6:30 p. in
7:00 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
Mars is a mean distance of 141.Services each Saturday before
690,000 miles from the sun.
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
FREDONIa CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
,7UMBERLAND
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. in.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Preaching each first and third
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. in.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednes- FREDONIA FIRST
day at 7:45 p. in.. followed by PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
choir rehearsal.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
CHURCH OF CHRIST
1Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
202 West Locust Street
Services every second Satui day
Lige Cook, Minister
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
at 11 a. in.
Preaching and communion each
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
services on fourth Sunday at 11 Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
DONALDSON BAPTIST
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. In.
Preaching each first and third
doming Worship, 11 a. m.
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Evsming Worship, 7:45 p. in.
Sunday School every Sunday
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
The new CA mower mounts in front of the
10:00 a. in.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
tractor drive wheels. You can watch it conPrayer meeting each Wednesstantly without tiresome turning around. Turn
The plans for her kitchen looked so beautiful
day preceding first and third SunFREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
ties Company, Lexington, Ky. This
corners easily. Mow right up to fences and
service is
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
on
paper--but now that it's built she is bitterly
CRESWELL BAPTIST
ditches.
free.
Hydraulic
control
lifts, lowers and
No obligation.
Sunday School 10 am.
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
disappointed. And it's too late to change now.
controls cutter bar height. Twin V-belts transP.S. Bettenbe sure to visit us if you
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
WHITE SULPHUR
fer smooth, shock-resistant power flow from
can't find
This kitchen will be inconvenient, and will add
the 12 mistakes.
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. Herbert N. Lewis, Minister
the tractor to the mower drive shaft.
many steps to food preparation.
a. in.
Sunday School-10:00 a. in.
Quick hitch plus solid anchoring to tractor
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:16
Yes, there are 12 common mistakes in kitchen
Ed Young, Supt.
givesfast, clean mowing. And the tractor drawMorning Service-11:00 a. m. P. m.
bar is always free for raking, baling or other
planning illustrated. You can avoid these and
Training Union-8:30 p. m.
work without removing the mower.
GENERALBAPTIST
other costly mistakes by consulting our Kitchen
.paela.kaz art
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Everett Hogan, Director
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Here is the latest in mower engineering to
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Parlor
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Evening Service-7:30 p. in.
you
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Allis-Chalmers CA power and speed.
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'Write or stop in for full details.
that will be a joy.forever.
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SAW AND SIRVICI
SECOND BAPTIST
3101«rday—NIC
UT.
opyrr
Rev. H. I). Knight, pastor
GENERAL
BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Rev. C. A. Travis, Pastor
Morning worship 11 a. in.
Training Union I p. in.
Regular services every fourth
Evening worship 7 p. in.
Sunday Schaol 10:00 a. in. evFredonia, Ky.
Incorporated
Wednesday service 7 p.
ery Sunday.
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DEAN D. PIERCY, Rotarian

Compliments Of

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

THE FEDERATED STORE
123 W. Main

Representing

"For Over 40 Year's We Have Stayed And Paid"

WILLIAM HUGHEY, Rotarian
Phone 3083

MRS. C. F. ENGELHARDT, Owner

RAYMOND WOODALL Rotarian
Dial 2441

117W. Main

A Cordial Welcome Awaits You At

HODGE MOTOR SALES
AND IMPLEMENT CO.

GLENN M. MARTIN, Rotarian
Sales Representative

PRINCETON BOOKKEEPING
SERVICE

GULF REFINING COMPANY
"Good Gulf Products"

Dial 2210

111.W. Market •

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

INTERSTATE FINANCE CORP.
OF KY.,INC.

HOLLOWELL'S FURNITURE ST9RE

Ford Sales And Service

"We Deliver"

HUGH BLACKBURN, Rotarian

RANDOLPH MOTORS

"Our Factory Trained Mechanics
Are Ready To Serve You"
J. D. HODGE, SR., Rotarian
W. Main St.
Dial 2093

A Complete Loan And Financing Service
A. M. RICHARDSON, Rotarian
Phone 2881
110 W. Mkt. St.

Congratulations Rotary

FEED "OCCO"

ARNOLD LIGON TRUCK LINE

CUMMINS OIL CO.

The Mineral Compound Feed
For YOUR Livestock

"Our Specialty Is Service"
Be Sure And See The Rotary Minstrel.

"Your Texaco Dealer"
and
Cummins Food Lockers

JAMES D. MASHBURN, Rotarian

MALCOLM CUMMINS, Rotarian

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.
Pasteurized Grade "A" Dairy Products
LEWIS BOREN, Rotarian
Dial 2063
Hopkinsville St.

Compliments Of

BLUE GRASS
MINSTREL
March 3-4

and

WARD
STANDARD OIL
PRODUCTS

Corner of Madisonville

2625

ALTON TEMPLETON

Louella Wycoff
Charlotte Akers

Rotarian

Newton Cash
Mary Ellen Bright

600 W. Locust
Dail

Barbara Strong

2556
Princeton, Ky.

Piano Soloist -- Maurice luckett
Tap Specialist -- Jimmie Nickell

RED FRONT
SUPER MARKET

Butler High Tap Dancers
Butler High Chorus
Stage Scenery -- Alton Templeton

eld211101-0.1eiggArd

i

The Rotary Club Invites You To Attend This

il
1

Show Which Is Being Sponsored To Raise

WE DELIVER

Oliver Allcock

Maier"'

r

Prescriptions

Gordon Lisanby

K. V. Bryant
Floyd Loperfido
Elwood Cook
Shelby Pool
James Cash
Harry Long
Billy Newsom
Marshall Etheridge

NEW COSTUMES
NEW SCENERY
SPECIAL LIGHTING

WOOD
DRUG
STORE

FLORIST

BALLAD SINGERS:

END MEN:

BestShow Yet
Compliments Of

A. H. TEMPLETON

P. M.

30 MINUTES OF REAL SOUTHERN JAZZ

RESERVE SEATS ON SALE AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
CORNER DRUG STORE
Students 35c
Adults 60c
Reserve Seats 25c

GROCERIES

7:30

Princeton

Hopkinsville St.

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2016

BRYANT'S DIXIELAND BAND

6TH ANNUAL ROTARY CLUB

COOK

Dial

PriRceton, Ky.

211 W. Main

Phone 2028

BURHL HOLLOWELL, Rotarian

C. D. PRUETT, SR., Rotarian
Dial 3336

Dial 3070

114 E. Main

Fund For Charity. The Entertainment Will

Piano Accompanist -- Joann Robinson
m,
'0
g,
i

Rotarian
Director-- Harry Long

Be Good. Don't Miss This Show.
La:

MEtVIN FRALICK

Interlocutor -- Sam Steger

I
The Rotary Club

R
1
ggrwther.rdiammywiff-maRA-miRso_romoRmaimapfr

MARK CUNNINGHAM

WAMORCHAM

ROTARIAN

Your Laundry And Dry Cleaning Service"
We Deliver

Princeton,

H. C. NEWSOM STORE

"From A Splinter To A Carload"

GROCERIES -- PLANTS and GARDEN SEEDS

SAM STEGER, Rotarian

W. H. NEVVSOM, Rotarian

Dial 2210

W. Market

Dial 2061

S. Cave St.

Princeton, Ky.

Princeton, Ky.

MORGAN'S

Compliments Of

WESTERN KY. GAS CO.

HOWARD STONE, Rotarian
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2096

FURNITURE DEALERS
and
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
"46 Years Of Dependable Service"
RICHARD MORGAN, Rotarian
Dial 2035
W. Main St.

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK

TELEVISION and RADIO DEPARTMENT

Best Wishes To Rotary

MOE LIGHT, INC.
Manufacturer Of
LIGHTING FIXTURES

"Offering A Complete Banking Service"
Deposits Insured Up To $10,000
JOHN 0,1McKINNEY, Rotarian
Princeton, Ky.
Phone

3002

(Inc-)

E. Main St.

ROBERT P. HANCOCK, Rotarian

Home Of Norge Appliances
SAM McCONNELL, Rotarian
128 E. Main

B. N. LUSBY CO.
In Business For Your Health"

JULIAN LITTLEPAGE, Rotarian

B. N. WSBY, Rotarian

Dial 2081

132 E. Main

Dial 3141

Dial 2482

BILL'S AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE

Phone 3801

W. Court Sq.

PR:V.FTON LUMBER CO.
S. Seminary St.

Ky.

STEGER LUMBER YARD

Complete Insurance Service

WILLARD MOORE, Rotarian
Phone 2055

CURTAIN CALL 8 P. M. — BUTLER HIGH

Dial 3661

Dial 3726

411tr

"

Thursda ,februa

Classified Ads
PRICES:
FOR SALE AT BEST
fescue
tagged
and
tested
State
and ladino clover seed. At farm
or call 3119. Collins-Shrews34-tic
bury.

Auwaseem
Dogwood
WANTED TO BUY:
inch
'Timber of 20, 40, 80
and
lengths. Diameter 11 inches
2 inches of
/
up. Must have 21
defecwhite Wood between •
bark. 18
tive heart and the
and
inches clear between knots
cash
other defects. Payment is
cu. ft.
on delivery. 955 per 180
GroTandy's
call
or
See
rick.
PrinceStation,
Cream
and
cery
Corporation.
ton, Ky. Draper
21-tic

WALLPAPER SALE: Buyehow
and save--Joiner's---Your Red
Spot Paint headquarters. Joiner Hardware Co., Prir.veton,
29-tic
Ky.
gas HELM'S PULLORUM CLEAN
Chef
FOR SALE: Magic
CHICKS: Certified Leghorns.
range, General Electric refrigNationally Famous, Leading
erator, electric washing maContest Winners. — —
chine, two bunk beds complete, Breeds, Egg
SALE: Porter paints for the
Started, Sexed Chicks, Crosses. FOR
studio couch, chest of four
or outside of your house
inside
Bulletins,
Brooding
Free
drawers, one barrel of Mason
barn or other outbuildings.
or
From
Across
CHICKS,
HELM'S
Impl.
jars. To see at 402 South SemSee Hodge M,otor SaJes &
29-14tp
Hitchyard.
35-1tc
inary.
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street.
45-tic
,

Fredonia High School
Will Sponsor
3 Boxing —2 Wrestling
Matches At 8 P. M. March 1
At Fredonia High Gym
^1^

;PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER

Start Seeds Indoors
To Help Beat Weather

CrjUnbling fortificMions on the
the
New York's first elevated train
The Azores were called
was powered by cables attached Isles of the Hawks by early Engof
end
one
at
Portuguese
to steam winches
lish sailors, from the
hawks.
the line.
word scores meaning
'topped
The Navy plane NC4,
Chief exports of the Azores are
at the Azores on the first transprodfruit, grain, cattle, dairy
Atlantic flight in 1919.
oil.
ucts, canned fish and whale
monosuipended
eight-mile
An
The island of Terceira in the
rail line has shuttled between Azores'group is 2,400 miles from
Gerniany,
Elberfeld,
Barmen and
New York.
for 50 years.

several on the merket—which re(By Cynthia Lowry)
I r om tunes
There are two ways of acquit:, duce the dangers
easiest way to treat
ing tender young plants for the disease. The
a quantity of the
garden: obtaining them by gift; them is to drop
into the packet and
theft or purchase, or by raising disinfectant
them from seed yourself. It seems shake it well.
only fair to warn that the latter HOW TO PLANT THEM
alternative is a time-consuming, Almost any kind of a shallow
"Roof-bolting" is a means of
fussy, worrisome—and fascinating container is adequate for starting stabilizing the roofs of coal miner
—job to most gardeners, who use seeds. You can use professional
inserting long steel expansion
flats, cigar boxes, cheese boxes, by
the "sunny window" system.
bolts. ,
boxes.
berry
quart
or
pots
flower
The object.of starting seeds inA minimum of two -inches of
doors, of coutse, is to get a head
Bedrock under Lake Michigan'
start on the weather, and the soil is necessary, but it should be for Chicago's new water plant
quickly,
gardener is primarily concerned light and able to drain
was studied with Navy sonic
PIANOS: New and used, an- with the "tender annuals" which free of pebbles and small sticks depth-finding apparatus.
STINtiques. Used furniture.
usually-go into the ground a week (screen it to remove these). DrainSON PIANO CO., 113 W. 7th & or two after the average date of age should be provided from the growing space. Take Care not to
210 W. 7th Street, Hop tinsville. the last killing frost in the parti- bottom of the container, or a lay- disturb the root systoms any
MARVIN STINSON, OWNER. cular locality. Some seeds take er of stones provided if the box more than is necessary. They can
23-tic longer to germinate than others; is tight.
be transplanted outdoors after
_
.
some grow more slowly and the , Press down the soil firmly, 'they have developed their first set
bed- gardener must take all of these making sure it comes within half of true leaves—the first leaves
FOR SALE: One three-piece
room suite, practically new. matters into consideration before an inch from the rim of the con- are not real ones. As the weather
tainer. Water thoroughly and al- warms, set the plants outdoors a
Phone 3240. J. A. Creasey. 35-1tc sowing.
low it to drain before planting. few hours a day to help harden
TESTING OLD SEEDS
-ruler them for the shock of final transWANTED: Housekeeper and comFirst steps in the preparation Mark off the. rows with a
panion for lovely lady residing of indoor seed-sowing is a look or short stick about two and 'one, planting. If you have a cold
in Princeton. Pleasant home at last year's seed packets. They half inches apart.
frame, use it for the final hardDon't plant too thickly, and— ening-off process.
and salary for some lady need- need not be thrown away, for
Throughout t h i s lengthy proing a permanent home and in- most seeds live longer than one for larger seeds—at a depth three
come. Write P. 0. Box 529, % year. An easy test of your seed's or four times the width of the cess—tomato seeds, for instance,
The Princeton Leader. 35 lte "viability" is to place a couple of seed. Scatter fine seeds on the take ;about 10 weeks of indoor defrom each packet be- surface. Press down the soil velopment— these seed flats deWANTED: Insurance salesman. dozen seeds
blotters or cloth. firmly. Then scatter finely sieved mand almost as much attention
moist
tween
in
interested
woman
Man or
and in a warm soil, fine sand or rubbed sphag- as a frail child. You must keep
moist
them
Keep
W.
Write
weekly.
earning $75
at their pro- num moss over the surface and the temperature between 85 and
look
a
place,
taking
MayHotel,
H. Lemons, Hall
for about 10 days. U press it gently into contact with 70 degrees, protect from drafts,
gress
daily
35-1tp
field, Ky.
the majority of the seeds have the other soil. Water lightly and water carefully.
again, and place the containers
WANTED MECHANIC: Auto and sprouted, they are worth using.
Most seeds, large and small, in a dark place until the seeds
tractor. Don't apply unless you
start pushare very capable and worth top benefit from a dusting with seed- have germinated and
the flats
salary. Must furnish references. protection chemicals—there a r e ing into the light. Cover
with glass or newspapers, leav"Robinson Impl. and Motor Co.
ing some opening for ventilation.
35-2te
MANIPULATE THE SUN
When the seedlings show, place
FOR SALE: Small Frigidaire.
Your
Mr. J. 0. Beshears has sold his them in a sunny window. Keep
$45.00. Citiiens Ice Co. Prince35-lie lumber shed.
ton, Ky.
the container moist, but not sogHeadquarters
Marvin Darnell and family gy, and turn the box around frehave moved to Henderson.
For
quently to keep the young plants
Mrs. Charlie Stallins visited from leaning to one side in reachher mother, Mrs. Desdy Pool, ing for the sun.
Monday. night.
After they have received a good Hopkinsville Rd.
Phone 321111
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick start, thin out the plants, elimift
Princeton. Hy.
visited in Illinois Sunday.
transand
nating the weaklings
Mrs. Fannie Laugham was in planting others to give them more MIMEO.
town Monday night.
Leon Powell has been sick for
days but his condition is improved.
Arlian Thomas visited Mr. and
Mrs. Owen Crowder over the
weekend.
You, too, con arrange your loth
Mrs. Ida Franklin visited •Mrs.
much
how
us
tell
by phone. Just
Cora McNeely, Friday.
you need and how you
Clint Cotton called on George
) wont to repay your perFranklin, Sunday.
sonal loan. Everything can
Mr. and Mrs. George Powell, of
Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, recentbe arranged for you the
ly spent the weekend with his
same day you call us.
•
mother, Mrs. Hester Powell.
Mr. Edd Darnell called • on
George Franklin, Sunday.

„%*
homt
o;s.
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In the 1951 New V., .
Legislature the Repuln,(04
a total majority of 32 is
houses.
The swiftest part of tht
Stream flows at 4 to 5 ni
miles an hour off the prom
of Cape Hatteras.

Way To
lost* Heating
At Low Cost

".

For Sound Insurance

Consult - - -

— STAR ATTRACTION —
Farmer Brown, attended by his girl second, Daisy
Mae, will wrestle the Masked Marvel.
-- SEE -Jimmie Jones, Caldwell County, wrestle

110 West Market
Phone 2331
A. M. Richardson, Mgr.

Bob Cummins, New Albany

Red Front Stores
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross TOMATO SAUCE, Hunt's
8 oz. can 10c
3 for 25c
7 oz. pkg. 10c
3 for 25c
CHEESE, Wisconsin, full cream
TOMATO CATSUP, Scott County
49c
lb.
, 15c
12 oz. bottle
SALMON, Chum, Tennis Brand
TUNA FISH, Eatwell, light meat
16 oz. can
39c
6L oz. can
221/2c
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
49c CHERRIES, Clyde Brand, Red Sour
24 oz. jar
Pitted, 19 oz. can 221
2c 5 for $1.00
/
JUICE, Orange, Grapefruit or Blended, Donald Duck, 46 oz. can
SAUER KRAUT, Meeter's, fancy
5 for $1.00
No. 2 can
121
2c
/
COFFEE, Loving Cup, the coffee with PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's, pure
the wonderful flavor, lb.
. 75c
1 lb. jar
19c
GREEN BEANS, Arkco, cut
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
12'2c
19 oz. can
I I lb. colored sticks, lb.
21c
SARDINES, oil or mustard
MACKEREL, Half Hill
10c
No. i size
16 oz. can
19c
CORN,Rosedale, ex. stand. White, Cr. FRUIT
COCKTAIL, Dole
2c
/
Style, Co. Gent. No. 2 can 121
16 oz. can
25c
FLOUR, Pure & White, plain
HO
HI
$1.65
CRACKERS,
Sunshine
25 lb. bag
1 lb. pkg.
31c
LARD, Pure Hog
50 lb. can
$7.25 DILL or SOUR PICKLES, Harmony
2 lbs, 29c full quart jar
LOOSE LARD
25c
I

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
29c

APPLES, Winesap, U. S. No. 1
3 lbs.

29c

MEAT SPECIALS
BEEF STEAK, Round or Sirloin
Choice and U. S. Good, lb.
FRANKS,
pound

PORK CHOPS, small lean
pound
SLICED BACON
41c
pound

89c

ENTERS AIR FORCE
John Loftus III, who entered
the Army Air Force January 18,
is stationed at Lackland Air
Force Base. After completion of
his training, he will enter school
for advance training and schooling.
FOR SALE: One Frigidaire refrierator, one-year old radio-phonograph combination and odds
and ends of furniture. See Helen Brown, phone 3127, Princeton.
35-Itc

LENTEN SPECIALS

BANANAS, large fancy ripe
2 lbs.

The C. A. WOODALL
INSURANCE AGENCY

rttemtate,

of KY.,
FINANCE CORP.
***

53c
39c

FOR SALE: Slightly used Servel
gas refrigerator. See ColemanDunn Co., Princeton,
35-1tc
FOR SALE: One gas heater; 17
tube radio, also, FOR RENT:
Three room unfurnished apartment, gas heat, no children.
108 N. Seminary, I. Z. Barber.
35- 1 tp

In Appreciation
We wish to express our thanks
and appreciaAion to our friends
and neighbors for their kindness
and sympithy shown in the passing of our loved one, Virgil G.
Lowry.
Mrs. W. G. Lowry and family
35-Ito
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NOTICE
All persons having accounts for
the City Board of Education are
requested to send bills to the office of the Superintendent on or
before the fifth of each calendar
month. Bills received after the
fifth will be held for payment
until the following month.
CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION
Grayson Harralson, Chairman
Ruel W. Calmer, Secretary
33-Ste

Princeton, Ky.
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Come see our latest wall paper patterns desig
to make your home more beautiful, more gia
orous, more colorful. Many can be easily oppl
by yourself.
We have wallpaper as low as -10c SINGLE ROLL
McGough Paint & Wallpaper St
Phone 2

W. Market
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Why you should subscribe
to The Princeton Leader
1. BECAUSE you want to keep informed as to what your
friends and neighbors are doing, what's going on in
the surrounding country, and what is going to happen
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in the future.
2. BECAUSE The Leader gives you t h e most complete
coverage of news in this community.
3. BECAUSE you can save money by keeping posted on
the bargains advertised in The Leader, a leading advertising medium in its field.
4. BECAUSE the classified section of The Leader is valuable to both advertiser and reader.
5. BECAUSE The Princeton Leader is dedicated to the interests of this community and to the support of community enterprises and organizations which are of the
most value to all the citizens of the community.
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FOR SALE
Registered
Hereford Bulls

FOOD MARKETS

Phone 2441

surv
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Administrator's Notice
A II persons haying claims
against the estate of J. S. Cartwright, deceased, please present
same properly proven to me on
or before April 1, 1952.
All persons indebted to the said
estate will come to me and make
satisfactory arrangements.
Mrs. Alice L. Ca.twrigh',
Administratrix
34-3tp
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Convert now to convenient bottle gas. It's tops
for heating and refrigeration. Efficient and
noiseless too. Dial 2774
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And Implement Co.

Dawson Road News
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The Department of
and Labor was created*
Congress Feb. 14, 1903
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H. C. P'Pool Tractor
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All Good Blood LinesPriced Right

6. BECAUSE this newspaper is well printed and easy to
read.
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